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Warner's bond reduced to $5 million 
CINCINNATI (AP) - A state appeals 
court yesterday said it would allow 
multimillionaire Marvin Warner to 
post a reduced bond to get out of jail 
while he appeals felony convictions 
stemming from the 1985 collapse of his 
Home State Savings Bank. 
A three-judge panel of the 1st Ohio 
District Court of Appeals said it would 
allow Warner to post a $5 million bond, 
rather than $22 million, to get out of the 
Hamilton County Justice Center cell 
where he has been since Monday. 
Judge set previous bond to insure restitution 
The appeals court rejected argu- 
ments by state prosecutors that it 
lacked authority to reduce Warner's 
bond. The court did not rule on the issue 
of whether the trial judge had authority 
to set the original $22 million bond. 
Instead, the judges scheduled an April 
9 hearing on the merits of the case. 
Robert   Hastings,   a   lawyer   for 
Warner, said Warner probably would 
spend yesterday evening in jail be- 
cause of difficulties in raising $1.5 
million to meet the bond. Warner had 
previously posted a $3.5 million surety 
bond backed by Reliance Insurance Co. 
of Philadelphia to stay out of jail pen- 
ding his sentencing Monday. But he 
must now obtain the company's appro- 
val to increase the bond and then 
Cresent the bond papers to the Hamil- 
in County sheriff to be released, Has- 
tings said.   
WILLIAM JEFFRESS, Warner's 
chief lawyer, argued that the trial judge violated Warner's rights by set- 
ting bond at $22 million. Jeffress said 
Hamilton County Common Pleas Judge 
Richard Niehaus improperly imposed 
the bond to ensure that Ohio can collect 
the $22 million Niehaus ordered 
Warner to pay the state as restitution 
for deposits of Home State. 
Ohio's special prosecutors in the case 
sought the restitution to reimburse the 
state for its costs of guaranteeing 
Home State's deposits. 
Jeffress asked the 1st Ohio District 
Court of Appeals to permit Warner's 
release from the Hamilton County Jus- 
tice Center on the $3.5 million bond 
Warner had previously posted. 
Spring brings changes to campus 
Ground broken 
for BA addition 
by MUcU Stewart III 
managing editor 
Based on today's weather forecast, Mother 
Nature may not be ready to loosen her grip on 01' 
Man Winter. 
But the coining of spring at the University 
invariably sprouts several new building and 
renovation projects, and amid the remnants of 
spring's first snowfall, ground was broken yes- 
terday morning for a new $3.65 million addition 
to the Business Administration Building. 
University officials, including President Paul 
Olscamp and Robert Patton, dean of the College 
of Business Administration, gathered to offi- 
cially begin construction, which is Intended to 
ease the growing demand for classroom and 
office space in the existing structure. 
Patton said a need for increased space became 
apparent in the early 1980s. 
"Some faculty members are being housed two 
or more to an office; graduate students have a 
need for increased work space," he said. 
"When the addition is complete, we will have 
state-of-the-art instructional facilities," he said. 
According to Lance Teaman, University asso- 
ciate architect, the project will add approxi- 
mately 36,000 square feet of space, as well as 11 
classrooms, to the existing structure. 
IMMEDIATELY following the groundbreak- 
ing ceremony, construction crews from Rudolph- 
D See Grondbrealdaf. page 7. 
Olscamp's 
accessibility 
questioned 
77us is the final segment in a three-part news 
analysis of Paul Olscamp's five years as Univer- 
sity president. 
by Linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
BG New*/ Pete Fellman and Rob Upton 
Left: Robert Patton, dean of the College of Business Administration; Allan Libbe and Frlu Rudolph, 
of Rudolph/Libbe Inc.; Richard Newlove, board of trustees member; and Paul Olscamp. University 
president, all have a hand in the groundbreaking ceremony. Above: Kevin Obervlck, of D & K Excavating 
in Walbridge, cuts through wire and concrete that once was a sidewalk outside the Business Administration 
Building. 
Called the invisible president by some, Paul 
Olscamp doesn't go popping into residence halls 
with firewood like former president Frank Prout 
or stop into classes to say nello like his predeces- 
sor Hollis Moore. 
Nevertheless, Olscamp has developed pro- 
grams that, in his opinion, make him more 
accessible to faculty and students than past 
presidents. 
One such program, the faculty fireside chats, 
began two years ago. The president said he has 
Olscamp at five; 
A BG News analysis 
since invited 267 faculty members into his home. 
The president began this program in response 
to two faculty members' comments about how 
they had been at the University for 20 years and 
had never been inside the president's home. 
Faculty are invited inside the president's 
home in groups of no more than 14 and no less 
than nine, Olscamp said. 
One faculty member said that despite being 
invited to the president's house for a party, he 
was not made to feel at home. 
The president merely said hello and pointed 
out the drinks and hors d'oeuvres. 
Another member said the president was less 
than friendly on campus, not knowing their 
names even after meeting them before. 
In the Faculty Senate, the president has al- 
ways been respectful, Richard Hebein, Senate 
chairman, said. 
THE SENATE has had some differences with 
the president but these were resolved fairly 
quickly, Hebein said. 
O See Olscamp, page 7. 
Diseases prompt concern 
Health experts urge honest talks between sexual partners 
by Kate Foster 
staff reporter 
As sexually transmitted dis- 
eases continue to afflict Univer- 
sity students, health care 
experts encourage couples to 
talk honestly about their sexual 
history before having inter- 
course. 
Susan Perkins, R.N. and 
M.S.N., nurse clinician at the 
Student Health Center, deals on 
a daily basis with University 
women who are victims of, or 
suspicious about, sexually trans- 
mitted diseases. 
Campus awareness of STDs 
has increased over the last few 
years. In the spring of 1986, The 
News published results of a 
campus  study  conducted the 
Erevious fall by the Student 
iealth Services measuring the 
occurrence of chlamydia among 
University females. 
Chlamydia is the sexually 
transmitted microorganism 
causing a national epidemic in 
both men and women, according 
to the Student Health Services. 
The results revealed that 10 
percent of the women at the 
University had contracted chla- 
mydia. Prior to the 1985 survey, 
chlamydia detection was  un- 
available at the University due 
to the high cost of the test. As a 
result of the survey, nurse clini- 
cians routinely test for the infec- 
tion during the patient's yearly 
pelvic examination. 
THE UNIVERSITY health 
services are currently conduct- 
ing a study to determine the 
number of males on campus who 
have contracted chlamydia. 
Routine chlamydia testing 
boosted campuswide awareness 
of STDs. Perkins said that since 
the revelation of the survey re- 
sults, the number of STD 
D See STDs, page 6. 
Candidate favors change 
by Linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
To make affirmative action 
work, people must be emotion- 
ally committed to changing past 
practices, Miguel Ornelas, can- 
didate for University Affirma- 
tive Action director, said at a 
forum yesterday. 
"It is emotion that drives peo- 
ple toward change," Ornelas 
said. "I believe there are enough 
individuals at this University 
that have this caring and this 
emotion to make it (affirmative 
action) work." 
Emotionally many people 
have been against affirmative 
action, but have complied be- 
cause of the legal mandate, he 
said. 
C See Ornelas, page 7. Miguel Ornelas BG News/Rob Upton 
Thursday News in brief 
D Predawn lines for oncampus housing 
are a thing of the past, the Housing Of- 
fice says; See story, page 3. 
D Richard Ramos' taxi service is on the 
road again, thanks to some government 
money: See story, page 4. 
D President Reagan cautions against what 
he calls a 'value neutral' approach in sex 
education to slow the spread of AIDS: See 
story, page 8. 
Second drug arrest made 
in phony prescription probe 
A Toledo man was arrested Monday in Bowl- 
ing Green and charged with forging a prescrip- 
tion, city police said yesterday. Victor Young, 51, 
was arrested at Revco Discount Drug Center, 
1135 S. Main St. 
He was placed in Wood County Jail on $13,000 
bond, police said. 
Young's arrest is the second by city police 
since Saturday, when a Toledo woman was 
arrested at the Revco store on the same charge. 
Police said they were acting on a tip received 
while investigating an earlier, unrelated 
series of illegal purchases of narcotic cough 
syrups at area drugstores. More arrests .were 
expected, police said. 
-byDon Lee 
Dog-license checks to begin 
The Wood County Dog Warden Department 
will begin its annual house-to-house check for 
unlicensed dogs April 6. 
Anyone having an unlicensed dog more than 
three months old will be cited into court for 
failing to register the animal. 
The minimum fine is $25 pluscourt cost and 
purchase of license tags. The person cited must 
show the tags at the court appearance. 
Anyone who owns or keeps a dog more than 
three months old is required under state law to 
register the animal at the county auditor's office 
before Jan. 20 each year. 
Applications may be picked up at the Wood 
County Auditor's office, on the second floor of the 
county office building, between 1:30 a.m. and 
4:30 p.m. weekdays. 
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Yes to Baby M ruling 
Deciding to go to court in the Baby M custody 
case must have been difficult. Trying the case 
was no easy task and rendering a decision must 
have been arduous as well. Likewise, formulating 
an opinion about the decision lacks the convenience 
of a simple, cut and dried "yes or no." 
How do you balance the idea of maintaining the 
fact that legal contracts should be binding with the 
feelings a mother has for her own child? 
How do you decide whether surrogate moth- 
erhood is a beneficial alternative for couples who 
cannot have their own children or whether it is 
actually nothing more than baby selling? 
Bergen County Circuit Court Judge Harvey Sor- 
kow gave us his opinion Tuesday. Taking the side of 
law, ne ruled the surrogate motherhood contract 
was legally binding and that Baby M's father, 
William Stern, would get custody of the 1-year-old. 
But you can bet there will be appeals. Higher 
courts will, no doubt, hear the case. And no easy 
verdicts will be rendered. 
In examining the validity of surrogate parenting, 
we believe the courts will take into account that 
surrogate mothers willingly agree to bear children 
for other couples. We believe the courts will uphold 
Judge Sorkow's decision, but not without feeling 
sympathy for Baby M's mother, Mary Beth White- 
head. 
Surrogate parenting is not "baby selling," as 
William Bolan, New Jersey Catholic Conference 
executive director, claims. 
Although it is a debatable topic, we believe 
surrogate parenting is an alternative for couples 
who cannot have their own children and do not want 
to adopt. 
As long as a woman agrees to bear a child for 
another couple, and signs a legal, binding contract, 
then we see no problem with surrogate parenting. 
It is unfair to the couple if the woman changes 
her mind after giving birth. 
The Baby M situation is unfortunate. The trial 
has obviously been painful for both sides. But when 
appeals are over and the higher courts render their 
decisions, this kind of pain can be avoided. With a 
firmly established law in place, only women who 
will fulfill their contracts will enter into them. 
Torture must be stopped 
Editor's note: This Is the sec- 
ond of a series of columns by 
members of Amnesty Interna- 
tional  
by Doug Buchanan  
"... My hands were then tied 
behind me, a rope was secured 
and thrown over the wooden 
beam on the roof. I was made to 
hang from this rope. Chili pow- 
der was thrown into my eyes... 
They placed nails on the soles of 
my feet and started hammering 
the nails with a length of plastic 
piping. Into the wounds on the 
soles of my feet they rubbed 
chili powder ... The following 
day I underwent the same treat- 
ment ... I was hung up in the 
same manner and beaten from 8 
a.m. until about 4p.m.... When 
they released me from their 
treatment, I was unable to move 
myhands or my feet." 
This is the kind of torture 
practiced in Sri Lanka as told by 
a university student. 
Imagine yourself in his place. 
The army has taken you away 
blindfolded at gunpoint. They 
give no reason for taking you, 
and your family and friends 
have no idea where you are. 
If you were to die during the 
torture or if they were to kill 
you, they would ; ust dispose of 
vour body and no hing would be 
heard about the matter again. 
The government categorically 
denies the use of torture but 
hundreds of people have come 
forward to confirm the fact and 
have told of the following types 
of torture regularly practiced: 
prolonged hanging upside down 
while being beaten all over the 
body, sometimes with the bead 
tied in a bag in which chilies are 
burning, causing the victim feel 
close to suffocating; prolonged 
beatings, especially on the soles 
of the feet; beatings on the geni- 
Letters 
Financial aid does 
not create wealth 
As a former independent stu- 
dent, I feel I must respond to 
Wendy Lee Pohlman's brutal 
and completely inaccurate rep- 
resentation of students receiv- 
ing financial aid as selfish and 
spoiled parasites. I also resent 
her blaming the students for 
their parents' unwillingness or 
inability to pay for their educa- 
tion. This is not the fault of the 
student and often not the fault of 
the parents either. Believe it or 
not, my mother cannot help me 
with my education despite the 
fact that I only have one sibling. 
Students receiving financial 
aid do not have TVs, VCRs or 
new wardrobes as Miss Pohl- 
man seems to believe. For the 
past three years, I have re- 
ceived barely enough financial 
aid to pay rent, let alone luxu- 
ries like food. This is tame for 
many other students in the same 
situation. 
Miss Pohlman's assumption 
that students receiving financial 
aid do not work, but instead 
lounge around all day is also 
untrue. In case she hasn't heard, 
there is an important financial 
aid program called Work Study. 
This program supplies money to 
universities to hire students to 
do jobs at low wages that would 
otherwise have to be done by 
expensive contract laborers of- 
ten asking upwards of $10 an 
hour. I have worked at $3.45 an 
hour for the past three years on 
this program while at the same 
time trying to handle up to 18 
credit hours of classes per se- 
mester. Being a biochemistry 
major, I can assure you that my 
classwork is not easy, nor am I 
lazy, as Miss Pohlman is given 
to believe. Even with an average 
of 16 credit hours a semester, it 
will take me five years to grad- 
uate, so I do not feel sorry for the 
people who take that long to 
graduate with a light work load. 
Another point Miss Pohlman 
misunderstood is that a loan 
must be paid back with interest. 
They are by no means a free 
ride, and the students who re- 
ceive them will be in debt for 
sometimes years after they 
graduate. Persons who are not 
eligible to receive loans have 
family incomes high enough that 
they are able to finance their 
education themselves. 
I am certainly glad to know 
that not everybody feels the way 
about financial aid that Miss 
Pohlman does. If everybody 
agreed with her, this country 
would be an oppressive place 
where the rich stayed rich and 
the poor were held in submission 
with no hope for the future, a 
situation reminiscent of Hux- 
ley's Brave New World. What- 
ever happened to "... all men 
are created equal"? 
Amy Metzger 
OCMBM11 
More on financial aid 
Poor baby Wendy Pohlman. 
She had to work her way through 
college. Yes, students who have 
to take 5 or 6 years to get 
through school by working 
should be commended. And 
those students whose parents 
DID plan ahead and who DO feel 
the obligation to put their kids 
through school are extremely 
lucky. But for her to say our 
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federal government is rectifying 
this situation by cutting student 
aid is asinine. OK, so parents 
may start planning better for 
the future, but what about the 
students in school now and the 
ones about to start? It's already 
too late for them. Students who 
have to bear the cost alone may 
set frustrated and give up. 
School is hard work in itself 
when taken seriously. Financial 
stress makes it worse. I've paid 
for 50 percent of my education 
by working part time during 
school and 65 hours per week in 
the summer. And it's damned 
hard and frustrating. As for the 
aid I did get, I DID work for it by 
going to class and doing my 
schoolwork. It's my responsibil- 
ity to pay it back by becoming 
an educated person who will 
make a significant contribution 
to our society. 
Granted there are some stu- 
dent who abuse their loans and 
grants, but that does NOT Jus- 
tify the cuts made by the Rea- 
!;an administration. So don't 
limp us all together and say we 
all abuse the system. We have a 
right to complain because it's 
simply UNFAIR. I invite you 
over anytime, Wendy, to see all 
my possessions. Among them 
you will find the most expensive 
thing I own - my 8-year-old bike 
that has only one brake and a 
broken seat - no TVs, no VCRs, 
and as for my wardrobe, I make 
do with what I've got, but I won't 
win any fashion shows. 
Lisa SUbletn 
4M Lehman 
Satire offensive 
I would like to address the 
topic of Mary Menuez's columns 
in the BG News. It is indeed a 
misfortune that Miss Menuez 
can find nothing positive to write 
about and always finds it nec- 
essary to isolate a group on 
campus and publicly abuse 
them. 
Unfortunately, stereotypes do 
exist in our society and will 
always prevent prejudice and 
inequality from being totally 
eliminated. I can only wonder 
who will be Miss Menuez's next 
victim - Black Americans? His- 
panics? Homosexuals? Hand- 
icapped? If we, as college 
students, don't stop illuminating 
stereotypes, I can't imagine who 
ever will. 
Some may reply that Miss 
Menuez's writing is merely sat- 
ire and should by no means be 
taken seriously. I contend that 
there is no place for this type of 
tenali8m at our University. 
ve the laughs to Bloom 
County, Mary. We don't need 
your weak attempt at humor! 
Bethlrwtn 
SHBatekelder 
If you were to die during the 
torture . . . they would just 
dispose of your body and 
nothing would be heard about 
the matter again. 
tals and other parts of the body 
with sticks, batons and sand- 
filled plastic pipes; insertion of 
chili powder in the nostrils, 
mouth and eyes and on the geni- 
tals; insertion of pins under the 
fingernails and toenails and in 
the heels; electric shocks; burn- 
ing with cigarettes and mock or 
threatened executions. 
No one is safe from this tor- 
ture in Sri Lanka. This is be- 
cause of the indiscriminate 
"disappearances" which 
usually lead to either torture or 
death. 
A "disappearance" occurs 
when the security forces of the 
government arrest someone, 
take them away, and they are 
never heard from again. Fami- 
lies of people arrested are un- 
able to establish their 
whereabouts. Their relatives 
have "disappeared." 
The most noticeable example 
of this was during a 1971 insur- 
rection when an estimated 18,000 
young men and women were 
detained, some of whom re- 
mained unaccounted for and 
were reported to have "disap- 
peared. 
More recently, in response to 
armed Tamil groups who advo- 
cate the establishment of a sepa- 
rate state, the Sri Lankan 
fovernment has arrested many 
amils, sometimes hundreds at 
a time. In some cases the entire 
adult male population of a vil- 
lage has been arrested. 
For example, in the Tamil 
community of Batticaloa. 341 
people have "disappeared be- 
tween January 1985 and Feb- 
ruary 1986 alone. During this 
time complaints of "disappear- 
ances" became so common the 
government began issuing deni- 
als in Xerox form. 
In December 1984, in reprisal 
for an attack on a nearby vil- 
lage, the security forces took an 
estimated 100 men from their 
homes to an army prison where 
they were reportedly shot en 
masse and then cremated in an 
open field. 
It was also reported recently 
that several dozen young men 
from three villages were taken 
by the security forces to a ceme- 
tery 18 miles away, forced to dig 
their own graves and shot. 
The government has repeat- 
edly denied that any of this has 
been taking place and instead 
arrested the leader of a local 
citizens group investigating the 
incidents on charges of spread- 
ing rumors. 
There have also been frequent 
reports of extrajudicial killings 
by the security forces of non- 
combatant members of the Ta- 
mil community. These killings 
have totalled several hundred 
since mid-1983 and in 1985 alone 
there were 412 reported cases. 
The victims include men, 
women and children. 
It does not appear that Sri 
Lanka's problems will be solved 
anytime in the near future. But 
with the combined lobbying ef- 
forts of peace groups and for- 
eign governments. Sri Lankans 
will one day be able to enjoy the 
basic human rights that we 
sometimes take for granted. 
Buchanan, a sophomore psy- 
chology major, is a member of 
Amnesty International. 
eveRQ M6HT 
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Reasons for closed stacks 
by Brenda McCallum 
A recent column in the BG JVews expressed 
dissatisfaction with the return to closed stacks 
and non-circulating policies at the Popular Cul- 
ture Library. It was not until after much debate 
that the Popular Culture Library returned to these 
policies, which had been in effect from its incep- 
tion in 1969 until 1981. During the intervening 
years (between 1981 and 1986) thousands of books, 
television scripts and periodicals were stolen or 
destroyed from being literally read to death. 
During the first five months after the stacks were 
closed, over 250 books which people requested 
were missing. Nearly 100 more books had to be 
withdrawn because they had disintegrated beyond 
repair from overuse and abuse. Browsing at the 
Popular Culture Library seems to have invited 
theft of many irreplaceable books, manuscripts 
and periodicals, and it also caused massive mis- 
shelving of materials by well-intentioned patrons 
who selected an item from one shelf, then re- 
shelved it - on a shelf two sections away from 
where they originally found it. Let's face it, call 
numbers are confusing for those who work with 
them, and much more so to the casual reader. 
Perhaps "Danielle Steel's latest bit of fluff' is 
not irreplaceable today, but, unless its popularity 
warrants a reprint by the publisher, it may be out 
of print in as few as two months from now. 
Popular fiction titles, and romances in particular, 
eand out of print monthly. All of our novels by 
elle Steel were in need of replacement in 
January 1986, when our holdings became non- 
circulating. Copies of some books could be pur- 
chased - others could not, and are lost to us. And, 
SOCI6DV 
what of the ones replaced? If someone is writing a 
paper on Danielle Steel, he or she will need to 
examine the cover art and text of different edi- 
tions of the same title. Packaging and presenta- 
tion are very important in the study of popular 
culture. If someone is studying the history of the 
mass-market paperback industry from the 1930s 
to the 1980s, it doesn't help if we've replaced all of 
our earlier, original editions with 1986 or 1987 
reprints. A prime example of this is our Stephen 
King collection, which nad been decimated by 
theft and too many "late-night scare sessions. 
First editions of Stephen King novels are worth 
hundreds of dollars. We have been trying to 
rebuild our holdings, but the monetary, cultural, 
and historical value of our earlier King collection 
has been lost, as we've had to replace valuable 
first editions with considerably less expensive 
reprints. 
As for Gone With The Wind as an example, the 
Popular Culture Library copy, while not a first 
edition, is an early 1936 reprint. However, its 
value as a rare book is lost, because in the short 
time that we were a circulating library, it had 
been checked out 21 times, and is now falling 
apart. This, despite the fact that there were four 
copies available in the main Jerome Library 
stacks for circulating purposes. We invite stu- 
dents to come to the Popular Culture Library, to 
use our collections, and to read their favorite 
novels, but we must require that they do so 
according to policies that will preserve our 
materials for researchers in the present and in the 
future. 
McCallum is an assistant professor and head of 
the University's Popular Culture Library. 
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Housing procedures changed 
1 
M 
by Judy Immel 
staff reporter 
Rising sophomores and 
continuing freshmen will not 
have to camp out in line for 
housing this year, due to a new 
process being implemented by 
the housing office. 
Jill Can-, director of housing, 
said a new computer system will 
randomly assign a number to 
each student who will be a soph- 
omore or continuing freshman 
next year, and consideration for 
housing will be made on that 
basis. 
"We want to eliminate the line 
that forms overnight for housing 
and the pushing and shoving the 
next morning (to get into the 
office), which is totally unneces- 
sary," she said. 
Sophomores are the largest 
group requesting housing, one of 
the reasons for past problems. 
Housing procedures for rising juniors and seniors, and for in- 
coming freshman, will remain 
the same as in past years. Ris- 
ing seniors will begin requesting 
residence halls on April 6 and 
rising juniors will sign up for 
residence halls starting April 13. 
Students who will be involved 
in the new housing process will 
receive a letter April 18 or 19 
explaining the procedure and 
providing a checklist of steps to 
follow. Prom April 20-May 1, 
they will be able to pick up a 
form at their residence hall desk 
to fill out and return to the 
housing office. 
THESE STUDENTS who wish 
to room together next year will 
complete one form between the 
two of them and will receive one 
number. 
The date that students turn in 
the form will have absolutely no 
bearing on the number they will 
be assigned, which is completely 
random, Carr stressed. "There 
is no advantage to bringing the- 
form to the housing office first," 
she said. 
For example, Carr said if the 
person who is assigned the num- 
ber one requests a single in 
Offenhauer, he will probably not 
receive it because rising seniors 
and juniors have first consider- 
ation in the housing process. 
However, that person will re- 
ceive first consideration within 
his class. 
"We think this will be a better 
system from the standpoint of 
the student," she said. 
"It maintains the class rank 
priority and it will be less 
stressful and less time-con- 
suming for rising sophomores. 
Instead of staying in line for as 
much as 12 hours, students will 
be able to complete the form in 
their room ana turn it in," she 
said. 
Carr said the residence halls 
which sophomores request the 
most are Rodgers and Offen- 
hauer. 
The housing process began in 
February when students who 
wished to receive on-campus 
housing next year completed an 
application. Currently, the m- 
hall process, for students who 
wish to remain in the same 
residence hall next year, is tak- 
ing place. 
Overall, there are spaces for 
7,927 students to live on campus, 
Carr said. 
If a student lives on campus 
now and meets all of the dead- 
lines, he is guaranteed a space 
on campus next year, she said. 
International internships offered 
by Suzy Maduro 
reporter 
University students can go to another 
country to complete their internships 
through a local organization called AIESEC. 
AIESEC is the French acronym for the 
International Association of Students in 
Economics and Business Management. 
The program allows one American stu- 
dent to work abroad for each foreign student 
employed in the United States. 
Tne organization is designed to train and 
motivate future business leaders through 
the exchange of students and ideas among 
nations of the world, according to the 
group's annual report. 
It was founded in 1984 by students from 
seven European countries. 
Today, the participating countries are in 
Europe, Latin America, Asia, Africa, North 
America and the Middle East. 
Kathy Kilpatrick, junior international 
business major, is an active participant with 
the University of Toledo chapter and hopes 
to bring a chapter to the University soon. 
Only about six or seven University stu- 
dents are involved in AIESEC so far, Kilpa- 
trick said. 
"I WANTED to start an AIESEC chapter 
in BG, but I couldn't get any financial 
support," she said. "Finally, I was advised 
to fry to work out something with the Toledo 
University chapter." 
Susan Loeb, a junior interpersonal and 
public communication/marketing major 
who is also involved with the organization 
chapter, said the group's short-term goal is 
to get more students involved. 
She said the organization is not limited to 
economics or marketing majors. 
Last year, the AIESEC program in the 
United States provided for more than 400 
foreign students to gain experience at Amer- 
ican companies, and allowed more than 400 
American students to work abroad. 
Morality topics 
to comprise talk 
by Maria Kramer 
staff reporter 
A conference on morals this 
weekend will stimulate dis- 
cussion and future research 
on a number of ethical sub- 
jects, according to Kory 
Tilgner, executive assistant 
alTthe Social Philosophy and 
Policy Center. 
The conference, "Morals 
by Agreement: A Conference 
on the Moral Contractaria- 
ntan of David Gauthter," is a 
critical examination of the 
book, Afarafa By Agreement, 
written by David Gauthier, a 
phuoaophy professor at the 
University of Pittsburgh. 
Gauthier's book is widely 
regarded by political philos- 
phers to be the most trnpor- 
lant recent contribution to the 
social contract theory, 
according to Tilgner. 
"Gauthier claims to show 
why individuals, reasoning 
from non-moral premises, 
would accept the constraints 
of morality on their choices. 
Such a theory would reconcile 
the requirements of morality 
and individual rational 
choke, thereby solving one of 
the deepest problems of 
ethics," tilgner explained as 
the basis oTGauthler's book 
and the focus of critical dis- 
cussion this weekend. 
The conference, which 
starts Friday, will include the 
presentation of a number of 
papers each day by a distin- 
guished group of philosophers 
and political economists, 
according to Tilgner. In- 
cluded in the list is James 
Buchanan, winner of a 1966 
Nobel Memorial Prixe in Eco- 
nomic Science, he said. 
Gauthier win deliver an 
extended response to his crit- 
ics as the closing presentation 
in the weekend conference, 
Tilgner said. 
Tne positive response from 
a recently mailed survey 
promises a good turnout at 
the conference, Tflgner said. 
"We expect audiences of 
about 75 people at each ses- 
sion; scholars from Canada, 
Florida, Oregon, Texas and 
the East Coast have all indi- 
cated they will be attending. 
A number of graduate stu- 
dents from Michigan, Canada 
and BGSU who are doing 
their master's on Gauthier's 
book hive also expressed in- 
terest," Tilgner said. 
The conference is free and 
opes to the public, beginning 
with Buchanan's speech at 
9:30 ajn. Friday in the Miieti 
Alumni Center. 
Be an exchange student 
College of Health & Human Services 
Students: 
Alumni book Scholarships 
Applications available 
102 Health Center 
Deadline: April 15, 1987 
MARK'S I i 
MEDIUM 2 ITEM PIZZA 
I ONLY $5.00 
Coll 332-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizzo 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I J 
THE COLLEGE OF 
MUSICAL ARTS 
present an Evening 
with 
i^ltuch 
anuione 
April 11,1987 
6:30 pm and 10:00 pm 
in Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
BGSU Student Tickets (with valid ID) $7, $10, $13 
General Public $10, $13, $16 
DlllalCfff 
^M$& 
»«CT V* 
CBS 
SPRING SAVINGS 
SUPER SPECIALS 
128 N. MAIN ST./ DOWNTOWN 
NOW 
ONLY SANTANA 
FREEDOM 
Including: 
varacmi/She Can! LW Go 
Onca Ml Gotcna/Pralae 
DMPK Dig Daaoat 
**-£* 
2? 
€Ol?gP€ 
THE FINAL COUNTDOWN 
lnS. includn The Final Countdown/Roc* Tht Night 
Cirrw/Tlmt MM Com* 
ALBUMS & CASSETTES 
HIPS WAY 
Including. 
Tha MonaytNaf/Aali T*a Lon) 
Tha BnXian Wt/long Whin C»> 
Upon»Thn«ad 
PSYCHEDELIC FURS 
MIDNIGHT TO MIDNIGHT ... i 
•including: 
KMrtbrtM* Beat/Shock 
Shadow in My Haart 
Angau Don't Cry/No RMIK 
CBS CDs    « 
SEE US. «nn 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
MAD, BAD AND DANGEROl S 
TO KNOW 
Including. 
Brand Ntw Lovaf 
III Sava You All My Klaaaa/Coma Inilda 
Something In My HOUM 
Hootad On Lava 
On Sale at the Kobacker Box Office 
(372-8171) 
& at Boogie Records in Toledo & 
Finders Records in BG & Findlay. 
All Seats Reserved 
4155V 
FINDERS 
T-SHIRTS 
$C 00 
NOW... 5. 
invites you to redeem your Chuck Mang- 
ione ticket for a 10% discount on your 
Aspen tab (drinks not included) the night 
of the show. 
WEAR A FINDERS T-SHIRT 
INTO THE STORE & RECEIVE 
$1 OFF ANY REGULARL Y PRICED 
COMPACT DISCS • LP's • TAPES'. 
THESE PLUS 
THOUSANDS OF 
ALBUMS. TAPES 
& COMPACT 
DISCS 
ON SPECIAL 
NOW!!! 
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902 E. WOOSTER - NEXT TO T.O.'s - PHONE: 352-3951 
OPEN MON thru WED 9 to 9 THURS & FRI 9 to 10 SAT 10 to 8 SUNDAY 11 to 6 
SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS 
CIGARETTES 
2 i 1.86 
PtuiTu 
All Brands 
20 cL Packs 
Enriched 
BREAD  45* 
Loaf 16oz. 
-Everyday- 
——— 
STA 
AT 
STA AT 
MILK 
2% Gallons 
$1.85 
-Everyday- 
B 
SOD AT 
STATE MINIMUM 
PRICES! 
—Every Day— 
PICTUREIPICTURE! 
2FOR ] 
PHOTO 
PROCESSING 
FREE EXTRA PRINTS 
GUARANTEED 1 DAY 
PROCESSING 
SEE M STOIC KM DETAILS 
COKE 
6 Pack • 12OZ cans 
SOLD AT 
STATE MINIMUM 
PWCESI 
• ClM* 
• DWCoki 
•Sjrih 
• Cherry Cote 
• OMChmyCcti 
$ 1.79 
SileEnds4'M7 
WE CASH BGSU PAYROLL CHECKS! 
I to 
Concerttnte Leundri Detergent 
'1.39 Stick Up 1.29 
2 Unit lemon Of Heiiy Duly 
Slops Big Odors in small pieces 
SA.90         JO QQ IIP         T1" ii             2PACK                  0.33 Vll                  Butter                         , ... 
Pom RUM Ptrfommi i« Mow 12oz Creamy or Extra Crunchy 
Gala PANDY             4,or $1 PAPFRTOWFIS  59< V/MINUT   ***** *     ' 
inr  LIU VIILLW        \J\J Hestie Crunch M«sMa Alnna Whit* Almond Nestle Almond. 
Single Rolls 
SLICED ' 
BOLOGNA sa 
OREO 
16o: Chocolate Snack Cookies 
FANTASTIK    '1.99   CHARCOAL 
All Purpose Cleaner 32OZ 
w
 
w N tl , Ne tle lpi e ile l . tl l ,
Reisinets. Chunky. Ice Cubes Flipper Mints, or Red Twists 
SNACKCRACKERM.29 
Your Choice 
Socut-es.   Rru.   VogetiUe  Thins   to   Wheel   Thins   ito   Better 
C'eddir In or Tnscurt S. to 
Chef Boyardee 
Q QQ      Complete 
La
   CHEESE PIZZA .,1.59 
Kingsford 
I   10Lbs Light Fast 4 Easy 
Sale Ends 4* 9*87 
SEND A SMILE TO SOMEONE SPECIAL 
COUK* HJST iCCCWAOT CWW 
STATE KCOUNT 
COLOR 
REPRINTS 
10 for $1.99 
FROM YOUR COLOR NEGATIVES 
EXCLUDING WALLETS & PORTFOLIO 
Kodak of compatible color negatives 
all the same size 
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER 
VAUD THRU APRIL 9, 1987 
COUPON MIST ACCOtfAW OH 
STATE DISCOUNT 
BRING IN YOU FAVORITE COLOR NEGATIVE 
AND 
THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE 
2 8x10's 
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE! 
EXCLUDING SLIDES • LIMIT ONE FREE ENLQ PER 
CUSTOMER NOT AVAILABLE FROM DISC WITH THIS 
COUPON BE SURE TO INDICATE TOTAL OUANTTY 
DESIRED  INCLUDING FREE ENLG 
NOT VAUD IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
COUPON   MUST  ACCOMPANY   ORDER   VAUD   THRU j L APRIL 9,1987  I 
TAMPONM.09 Sun Glasses50 10PKC 
Regulei Slender       Super t Super Plus 
CONTAC        '2.99   AQUANET MOUSSE 
10 Capsules »j    « 5.02 *1 .(] 
BAUSCH & L0MB 
SALINE , -    S 
SOLUTION      *■     ..... 
HALSAT     !1.89  ci 
2002. Bottles Conditioner 
Welnut item Cornflower   Mangold or Ginger Root *-6oz 
SEABREEZE   '1.69   SUAVE™s 
 • Betn Cere • Vrtirnn E 
402      ANTISEPTIC FOR THE SKIN 10oz • Aloe • Coco Butter 
Sale Ends 4*9*87 
1602. Mennen 
, SPEED STICK   '1.99 
AnthPerspirant     2.2502 
s1-89  COLGATE 
Richard Ramos BG News/Mike McCune 
Ramos Taxi returns 
City's subsidy grant helps pay insurance costs 
by Mike Amburgey 
staff reporter 
After a month of being off the road, Ramos Taxi 
Service is operating again with the help of the city 
of Bowling Green through the Community Devel- 
opment Block Grant program, according to Bowl- 
ing Green Mayor Bruce Bellard. 
Bellard said city council on March 2 approved 
$6,256 for this year's insurance premium tor the 
taxi, which the owner, Richard Ramos, could not 
afford because of its high cost. Another $500 per 
month was appropriated to assist in subsidizing 
the taxi service. 
"The Community Development Block grant 
basically has to go to support low- and moderate- 
income persons, Bellard said. He said many 
communities subsidize some form of public trans- 
portation to aid the poor, handicapped and elderly 
who may not have (heir own transportation. 
Ramos said his taxi service was not in business 
for approximately a month beginning Feb. 26 
because he was not insured. 
"Nobody wanted to take a risk on a taxi, 
because of the chances of a holdup, or because of 
all the hours on the road," Ramos said. 
Bellard said Ramos asked the city for help, and 
city council considered the request. A council 
finance committee examined Ramos' expense 
books, after Ramos had a certified public accoun- 
tant go over the books as well, Bellard said. 
THE CITY has already been subsidizing the taxi 
service for more than a year on a lesser basis, 
Bellard said. 
"We got a number of calls from people who were 
in need of the taxi service while it was out of 
service," Bellard said. "It was the only way for 
some people to get around. One woman who used 
the taxi to go to the hospital once a month offered 
to pay Ramos' insurance premiums." 
Ramos said he receives about 20 calls a day for 
his taxi. "There are several people I take to work 
every morning," he said. Ramos said many 
elderly and handicapped people use the taxi also. 
He said the $500 a month subsidy in addition to 
the insurance premium subsidy will be used to pay 
a driver, along with upkeep and maintenance of 
the taxi. 
Ramos said his taxi resumed service to Bowling 
Green last Monday. 
Bellard said Ramos will have to show need next 
year in order to be eligible for the subsidy again. 
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE... 
I1 to develop your sales abilities in college with the potential of being one of the highest paid 
students on carnpus ... 
to prepare yourself for the post-graduate career 
hunt by showing your initiative now! 
Applications are now being accepted for BG News Advertising Sales 
positions for Summer 1987 and the 1987-88 academic year. 
Job descriptions and applications available at 214 West Hall. 
Application deadline: Friday, April 10   5 p.m. 
WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS 
"WE-NESS" AWARDS 
WE-NESS CONCERN FOR OTHERS, 
FRIENDLINESS, 
HELPFULNESS AND KINDNESS 
These people have been selected as recipients of the prestigious "We-Ness" Awards. Their 
kindness and helpfulness towards students has been noticed and is appreciated. Many thanks 
to them Their efforts single them out, and they are to be highly commended. 
• Joshua Hartman 
Media Specialist, Instructional Media 
•Sherry Ladd 
Clerical Specialist, Placement 
•Rich Hughes 
Assistant Director, Housing 
• Joan Tussing 
Assistant Director, Placement 
• David R. Wolf 
Captain, Military Science 
• William Lanning 
Director, Residence Management 
• Dorothy Hang 
Food Service Worker 
• Ann Hale 
Account Clerk, Bursars Office 
CONGRATULATIONS-KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!! 
The "We-Ness" Committee 
WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS   WE-NESS 
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City Police 
An envelope containing 
$1,000 in cash and checks was 
reported stolen from an office in 
St. Aloysius Church, ISO S. En- 
terprise St., at 5 p.m. Monday, 
city police said yesterday. The 
envelope was taken from a 
drawer behind the counter in the 
office of the church's school 
between 10:30 a.m. and 5 p.m., 
police said. 
Police are investigating, and 
had no suspects yesterday. 
D A University student re- 
ported to city police yesterday 
morning that his girlfriend, also 
a University student, had been 
receiving threatening telephone 
calls from her ex-boyfriend. The 
student told police that the ex- 
boyfriend had threatened to beat 
him up and "mentioned killing 
him," police said. 
DA customer at Burger 
King, 1570 E. Wooster St., re- 
ported to police that her purse 
had been stolen Tuesday at 11 
p.m. The purse was made of tan 
and gray leather with a brass 
emblem and was valued at $70. 
It contained an eelskin wallet 
valued at $100, containing $20 in 
cash, a checkbook, credit cards 
and an electronic banking card, 
police said. 
U Stereo equipment was sto- 
len from two cars parked at 741 
High St. Monday night or Tues- 
day morning, police said. Speak- 
ers were stolen from one car, 
and speakers, a Midland AM- 
FM cassette player and 40 tape 
cassettes were stolen from an- 
other. The lock was forced open 
on the second car, police said. 
D A wallet containing some 
cash, auto title and registration, 
and several credit cards was 
reported stolen from an employ- 
ee's coat pocket at Godfrey's 
restaurant, 1021 S. Main St., at 
9:38 p.m. Monday. The coat was 
being kept in a storeroom while 
the victim was working, police 
said. 
□ A prowler was reported to 
be looking in windows of houses 
in the 800 block of Jefferson 
Street at about 8 p.m. Monday. 
Police checked the area and did 
not find anyone. 
D A car parked at 802 Sixth St. 
was broken into and a Sony 
stereo valued at $425 was taken, 
police said. The incident was 
reported at 7:04 p.m. Monday. 
D A University student re- 
turning from spring break found 
the rear storm door pried open 
and the door damaged at his 
apartment on East Evers Street. 
No entry was gained. The inci- 
dent was reported at 4:46 p.m. 
Monday. 
D A Bowling Green woman 
reported Monday morning that 
she had been receiving obscene 
telephone calls for the last five 
months, and they had been get- 
ting increasingly "sexual and 
vulgar" in nature, police said. 
The woman was referred to 
Bowling Green police detectives 
to set up a telephone trace. 
Rolling inferno 
A van driven by Steven Vanbuskirk, address unknown, caught 
fire on the northbound lane of 1-75 last night at about 11:25 
p.m. A Wood County Sheriffs deputy said the fire started in 
the van's carburetor. Four 30-pound bottles of propane exploded 
BG News/Mike McCune 
in the back of the van. deputies said. Vanbuskirk was warned of 
the fire while he was driving by a passing motorist and escaped 
unharmed, deputies said. Portage firefighters put out the fire. 
Campus Police 
D With a red and white T- 
shirt pulled up over his head, an 
unknown male pulled back the 
curtain in a Darrow Hall res- 
troom and looked in while a 
female was taking a shower 
Monday at 7:20 a.m. 
She told police that she did not 
get a good look at his face. Bill 
Bess, director of public safety, 
said no other incidents of this 
nature have been reported. Q A telephone valued at $130 
was stolen from the Rodgers 
Quadrangle main desk Monday 
at 10:28 a.m. 
C Kenneth Bakos, a Univer- 
sity student from Olmsted Falls, 
was arrested and later released 
by campus police officers after 
he allegedly struck his girl- 
friend at the Alpha Xi Delta 
sorority house yesterday at 4:42 
a.m. Bakos' girlfriend was 
taken to the Wood County Hospi- 
tal where she was treated and 
released. 
D A University student found 
her car tire slashed and two hub 
caps stolen after she returned 
from the Wood County Hospital 
yesterday at 6:52 a.m. No value 
was given for the tire or hub 
caps. 
Thursday, April 2 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
Downtown Business Association 
Swing Into Spring 
COLLEGE SALE 
3 days only 
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 
nylon windbreaker nylon running 
Nike pullover & shorts 
zip fronts Nike - asst. brands 
SALE SALE 
$19.99 $9.99 
Lycra running 
tights 
solids & prints 
20% OFF 
running shoes 
Turntek 
4 mens. 2 womens 
styles to choose from 
$5 OFF 
Tretom tennis BGSUjackets 
shoes quilt lined 
leather - reg. $44.95 includes lettering 
SALE $39.95 reg. $50.00 
canvas - reg. $34.95 
SALE $29.95 NOW $39.95 
Also, added savings on special 
« items Thursday only! 6-9 pm 
V Falcon House 
\ 140 E. Wooster      352-3610 
>   hours: Thurs. & Fri. 10-9   Sat. 10-5:30 
COLLEGENIGHT\1M mans 
TONIGHT A T Uhlman 'S SA VE BIG ON SELECTED ITEMS FROM 5:00-9:00 
FOR MISSES - 
Sees 6 lo 16 
LEE DENIM JEANS 
FOR JUNIORS 
Famous Mate 
JUNIOR SWIMWEAR 
Take $5 OFF 
Pjg.Mct 
SBes3tt13 
FAMOUS NAME JEANS 
25% OFF 
$50FF 
Your choice ol styles from 
ESPOT - GEHI9S ■ MX • TAHGIEHS     ..g,   /sr-r 
•OCUH PACIFIC •C*kPBEVERLr HILLS  CO /O  Ull 
DRESSES 
SIZES FOR JUNIORS. MISSES, S WOMEN 
H regular Priced 
SPRING DRESSES 25% OFF 
SPRING COATS 
Totes Nylon 
RAINCOATS 
Fleet SI or Muterry St 
SPRING JACKETS 
Sues SMI 
DENIM JACKETS 
'29.99 
'29.00 
25% OFF 
LADIES SHOES 
MMta 
IPANEMA FLAT TIE OXFORD 
Two Styles (i flats 
NICOLE OXFORD OR SKIMMER 
'19.99 
'9.99 
ACCESSORIES 
AIRegdarPnce 
HANDBAGS 
» Sale Priced 
B0DYWEAR-LE0TARDS 
SUNGLASSES 
Your Choice 
MONET JEWELRY 
FOR MEN 
Reg'1999 
LEVI JEANS 
25% OFF 
25% OFF 
25% OFF 
25% OFF 
Boardwalk Reg M6 00 
ARROW PLAID SHIRTS 
Brigade Reg "9 00 and'15 CO 
ARROW KNIT SHIRTS 
'14.99 
'11.99 
'6.99 &'10.99 
LINGERIE — 
White and Colors. Reg'13 CO 
FRENCH TERRY TOGA SHIRTS 
Speed Fvchtse 
STRIPE TERRY FANNY WRAP 
Long Length. Sim S.M.I 
COTTON BLEND PAJAMAS 
'9.99 
'12.99 
'10.99 
FOR CHILDREN  
HFAMTS'TOOOLBI'BOYS'GUIS 
ALL REGULAR PRICE PLAYWEAR   20% OFF 
GLEMBY 
HAIR SALON 
HAIRCUT SPECIAL 
$5 
5:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
Thursday April 2, Only 
NO APPT NECESSARY 
It wmans 
HOME STORE 
WATERBED SHEET SETS 
*24.99 
Reg'34.00 
Print and Solid Styles 
Supersingle, Queen or King Sizes 
%h mans 
139 South Man St. 
353-4500 
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Local school devises video yearbook 
by Fonda Smith 
reporter 
When most of us want to 
reminisce about our high 
school days we get out the old 
yearbook. 
But now, with the age of 
technology and the hem of 
University student Tim Was- 
serman, seniors at Eastwood 
High School in Pemberville 
can refresh their memories 
by popping a video tape into a 
video cassette recorder. 
Under the direction of Was- 
serman, a senior journalism 
major, the students are pro- 
ducing a two-hour video year- 
book. 
"It will be a moving and 
talking yearbook that won't 
replace the school's tradi- 
tional hard-back yearbook, 
"The Aquila,' but will be in 
addition to it," Wasserman 
said. 
A positive aspect about a 
video tape is that it can vir- 
tually last forever, depending 
on how often the tape is 
played, he said. 
If the tape starts to get 
worn out or have problems, 
the information can be re- 
corded onto another tape, he 
said. 
"A regular yearbook is 
great, but they re just still 
pictures. The video yearbook 
will show things the way they 
really were," he said. 
THE IDEA for the video 
yearbook had its creation a 
year ago. It was the brain- 
child of Rich Pivoriunas, an 
Eastwood guidance coun- 
selor. Wasserman was a pub- 
lic relations intern at the 
school. 
"Pivoriunas   asked   me 
Tim Wasserman 
about the idea of a video 
yearbook, but it was the end 
of the year so we lust let it go. 
But because of student inter- 
est this year the idea was 
picked up again." 
Wasserman said he is no 
longer receiving intern credit 
from the school, but he's en- joying himself so much that 
he does not want to stop. 
"It started out as an inter- 
nship last spring, but I really 
enjoy working in a school 
setting, especially here with 
the seniors, because they're 
interested in what they're 
doing, and nobody is forcing 
them to do it," he said. "Also 
I'm learning at the same 
time, which is nice because I 
thought I'd never get the 
chance to learn how to edit." 
Wasserman said the Uni- 
versity and journalism pro- 
fessor Laurence Jankowski 
both have been a great help to 
the project. 
"The University has been 
really good about helping us 
out. They've allowed us to use 
their editing facilities free of 
charge. Also Jankowski has 
given us lots of helpful advice 
and guidance with the video." 
THE VIDEO yearbook is 
still in the shooting stage, and 
Wasserman said that they 
have an estimated six hours 
of unedited footage. 
It   will   include   sporting 
Photo/Fonda Smith 
events, interviews with se- 
niors, their future plans, 
memorable high school mo- 
ments, and fads of that year. 
"It won't be finished until 
June, because we want to put 
graduation in. It's been mov- 
ing slow, because we don't 
have any guidelines to follow, 
but that's OK because we 
have total freedom to do what 
we want," Wasserman said. 
The only regret Wasserman 
has is that he might not get to 
see the project completed. 
"I most certainly would 
like to see the project through 
to the end, but I am graduat- 
ing in May, and if I find 
employment, I will have to 
go,  he said. 
Photography 
Contest 
Get your Photographs 
Published in the 
Day-By-Day 
Personal Calendar 
Deadline lor Entries: April 8 
Examples of Photos Needed: Concerts, 
sports, lectures, BGSU events. 
For complete details go to Ike 
UM office. 3rd door. University union 
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APARTMENTS 
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STDs  
O Continued from page l. 
victims and suspects has re- 
mained the same and possibly 
has increased, although she does 
not have exact percentages. 
Perkins expressed concern 
about condylomata acuminate, 
more commonly known as vene- 
real or genital warts, which has 
been added to the list of sexually 
transmitted diseases. Genital 
warts is a lesser known STD, 
like chlamydia was two years 
So. It results from the passing 
a virus which causes small, 
mushroom-like warts to appear 
on the male or female genitalia 
any time from one to eight 
months after sexual contact 
with someone who carries the 
virus. 
Perkins said college co-eds 
are less familiar with the symp- 
toms of genital warts than with 
those of chlamydia, gonorrhea 
and other more commonly 
known STDs. Consequently, the 
virus often goes unnoticed with- 
out treatment until the wart 
becomes large and causes dis- 
comfort 
Once the virus is treated it can 
still re-occur. Furthermore, fe- 
male carriers of the disease face 
an increased risk of cervical 
cancer which could ultimately 
result in transferring it to their 
offspring. 
PERKINS SAID that no mat- 
ter how much she may em- 
phasize the dangers of STDs to 
her patients, her role in curtail- 
ing their spread is limited. 
"I can give (my patients) the 
knowledge and fads about sex- 
ually transmitted diseases, but 
they have to take it from there," 
she said. 
"What it all comes down to is 
open communication. You can't 
assume that since they haven't 
been with someone for six 
months that they are not carry- 
ing an STD from an intimate 
relationship previous to that 
time," she explained. Perkins 
said complete knowledge of a 
potential sexual partner's his- 
tory prior to physical intimacy 
couldcontribute to the control of 
STDs. At the same time, Perkins 
realizes that such a pre-sex dis- 
cussion may not be a comfort- 
able option tor everyone. 
Jackie Reisig, senior biology 
and chemistry major, said she is 
weD aware of the dangers of 
sexual promiscuity. But at the 
same time, she said she would 
not give a prospective sexual 
partner the third degree on his 
sex life. 
"(Sexually transmitted dis- 
eases) are definitely on my 
mind," she said. "But it's not 
like I'm going to ask for his 
sexual history or anything. What 
I would do is make sure that he 
uses a condom." 
WHILE   MANY    physicians 
C reach that the condom is a 
ighly effective safeguard 
against contracting STDs, Per- 
kins warns against regarding 
the device as a foolproof 
method. 
"Condoms are fairly safe, but 
there is always the chance that 
they can break or slip off. Also, 
when you think about it, the 
condom isn't covering the scro- 
tum area which could be in- 
fected," she said. 
Campuswide awareness of 
STDs, their impact on dating 
behavior and open communica- 
tion between sexual partners 
are the main topics of a ques- 
tionnaire that will be distributed 
to students over the next two 
weeks. 
Dawn Weber, a first year doc- 
toral student at the University, 
is conducting the pilot study 
partially as a result of her 
awareness of the need and the 
conflicting reluctance for open 
communication between sexual 
partners. 
"I'm interested in the manner 
in which partners are talking 
about STDs; how do they bring it 
about?" she said. "It is an awk- 
ward situation to bring the sub- ject up, but it is necessary." 
The results of the survey will 
be released later this month. 
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Olscamp  
D Continued from page 1. 
One such difference occurred 
over the search for a new Affir- 
mative Action director. The Sen- 
ate felt the search committee 
was not representative of all 
segments of the University pop- 
ulation and requested that toe 
search be suspended. Olscamp 
complied with this request and 
moved to form a new commit- 
tee. 
When the president took office 
in 1982, ne promised to 
strengthen the role of Faculty 
Senate. The chair of Faculty 
Senate has since been invited to 
meet with the Board of Trustees 
before its regular meeting. 
A strengthening was also ac- 
complished through revision of 
the Senate's charter, accom- 
plished in the fall of 1963, Hebein 
said. 
This revision gave the Senate 
more participation in the Uni- 
versity budgeting process. 
Faculty salaries have in- 
creased 35.3 percent over the 
Cfive budgets with Olscamp. 
ever, Ronald Stoner, Fac- 
ulty Senate chairman during 
Olscamp's first year in office, 
said the faculty has fallen eco- 
nomically behind relative to 
other schools in the state during 
Olscamp's presidency. 
ALSO DURING Olscamp's 
presidency, the University has 
moved away from an internal 
approach to problem solving 
and turned to legal means, 
Stoner said. 
Olscamp said this move is 
"regrettably true," and he 
doesn't like it any better than 
the faculty. 
Legal counsel is needed to 
protect the University from be- 
ing sued, especially in disputes 
over hiring procedures, he said. 
In addition to his promise to 
strengthen Faculty Senate, in 
19(2 Olscamp also promised to 
maintain an open-door policy 
with the Undergraduate Student 
Government, which he has done, 
USG President Kelly McCoy 
said. 
"Although the president has 
not agreed with everything that 
has been presented to him, he 
does take the time to listen to 
student concerns," McCoy said. 
The president said that stu- 
dent breakfasts at his home, 
something past presidents have 
never done, have made him 
more accessible to students. 
But Gregory DeCrane, assis- 
tant vice president for student 
activities, said Olscamp has 
been less available for commu- 
nication with students than pres- 
idents were in the past. 
"I PERSONALLY would like 
someone who is more accessible 
to the students," DeCrane said. 
Olscamp said he can't meet 
"all 17,300 students" on this 
campus but he does make an 
effort to go to all the campus 
events, never missing a home 
football game. 
It has always amazed Ols- 
camp how some students want 
to meet the president, he said. 
When he was an undergrad- 
uate, it made no difference to 
him if he met the president or 
not, he said. 
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Cejrtesy/Unlverilty Public Relations 
University President Paul Olscamp speaks at a press conference in the 
Miletl Alumni Center shortly after his appointment in 1982. 
Groundbreaking  
a Continued from page 1. 
Libbe Inc. began clearing the 
area, tearing up sidewalks and 
clearing trees to prepare for the 
construction of the foundation. 
Willie Heidebrink, project 
manager for Rudolph-Libbe, 
said workers intended to get 
started right away. 
"The dozers were just sitting 
there with their engines running 
ready to go," he said. "Since the 
weather was so cold, everyone 
went back inside (from the 
groundbreaking ceremony) 
quickly, and we could get to it." 
University Architect Rollie 
Engler said work on the addition 
might have begun earlier, but 
contracts for the work were just 
finalized last week. 
Ornelas . 
Q Continued from page 1. 
Explaining his philosophy con- 
cerning affirmative action, Or- 
nelas spoke in the Capital Room 
of the University Union to an 
audience of about 15 people. The 
forum began at 2 p.m. and lasted 
one hour. Ornelas spent the last 
few minutes answering ques- 
tions. 
Director of the Ohio Hispanic 
Institute of Opportunity (for- 
merly known as La Raza Unida) 
since 1979, Ornelas said that 
affirmative action should be 
used to conduct an honest search 
for qualified individuals. 
"Affirmative action should 
not be used as an instrument to 
hire unqualified people," be 
said. 
AS DIRECTOR of OHIO, Or- 
nelas has worked in the area of 
affirmative action. Although the 
organization is geared toward 
helping Hispanics, Ornelas said 
his staff was diversified, consist- 
ing of blacks, whites and Orien- 
tals as well as Hispanics. 
The University does not have 
a diversified faculty or staff, he 
said. 
"I'm not deluding myself with 
the notion that there are no 
problems," he said. 
To work, an affirmative action 
program must go beyond the 
legal mandates, he said. 
Affirmative action, in order 
to be effective, should have a set 
of specific ana result-orientated 
procedures," he said. "Effort 
has to be guided by a well-set 
plan." 
A plan for affirmative action 
must have goals and timetables 
directed to correcting defici- 
ences in the number of minori- 
ties and women at an institution, 
he said.       
WHEN ASKED how he, as 
Affirmative Action director, 
would combat attitudes of sex- 
ism and racism at the Univer- 
sity, Ornelas said he would work 
with department heads. 
"As a director, I am not in 
power to take any drastic ac- 
tion," he said. 
The only thing the director can 
do is try to increase people's 
awareness of a problem, lie said. 
The Affirmative Action direc- 
tor works with the Affirmative 
Action Committee, which con- 
sists of members of Faculty 
Senate, the Administrative 
Council and students. 
If University administrators 
refused to take the action that he 
recommended to solve a prob- 
lem, Ornelas said he would go to 
the administration with other 
organizations and individuals as 
a group in an effort to explain 
the situation. 
"We all know what numbers 
will do," he said. 
The other candidate for Affir- 
mative Action director, Sue 
Kindred, spoke at a forum Tues- 
day. University President Paul 
Olscamp will make the final 
selection between Ornelas and 
Kindred, with the option of de- 
clining to offer the position to 
either candidate. 
Rolando Andrade, chairman 
of the Affirmative Action search 
committee, said reactions to ei- 
ther candidate's forum should 
be sent to Olscamp or the search 
committee. 
Work on the addition is ex- 
pected to be completed by next 
April. 
PRO-DEK SIGN INC. 
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DEALER WANTED 
LVC means: 
Social Justice Work 
Simplified Lifestyle 
Intentional Christian Community 
If any or ail of these areas seem interesting to you 
and you'd like to find out what it might mean to be part of 
Lutheran Volunteer Corps you are invited to a presentation: 
Thursday. April 2   7 PM or 9:30 PM 
at     University Lutheran Chapel 
Across Wooster from Rodgers 
1124 E. Wooster   352-5101 
HAIR REPAIR 
PERM 
SPECIAL HAIRCUT SPECIAL 
$i 
f    no 
J    shampoo 
(regular $10) 
$' 25 on 
short 
hair 
Coupon must be presented ( ^ ) 
352-2566 Yellow House behind TacoW 
Iceland air Direct to Luxembourg from Chicago 
is only $689 round trip! 
• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium. 
• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical 
Eurailpasses are available. 
• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per 
week short term and even lower for long term rentals* 
• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19 
European Countries.** 
• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and 
Frankfurt. 
• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington 
and Orlando. 
ICELANDAIR 
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT. 
Far* facts: Super Ape* Fare is valid 6VW thru 97117 7o^minimum110dey ma*imum Payment M days prior to departure Fare* subject to 
change Penalty for cancellation. $3 departure tax and $10 U S custom* immigration fee Limited availability, other restrictions may apply 
• Price* based on rate of exchange 21VB7 ••Reservations subject to availability Full refunda with a U day pnor cancellation 
Churchill's 
With our wide aisles, clean floors, friendly cashiers, fast service and 
lower prices . . . You'll find that shopping at Churchill's is a very 
pleasant change in your grocery habits. Also while shopping at 
Churchill's you'll find one of the areas largest video selections with 
no membership cost and only a $1.89 overnight rental fee. 
No Coupons to sort. No minimum purchase. Just 
friendly service & low prices. 
Scotties Facial Tissue   200 ct. 
Cottonelle Toilet Tissue  4 pkg. 
V-8 Juice  6-6oz. pkg. 
Chef Boyardee Complete Lasagna Dinner  24 0Z. 
Krispy Crackers   1# box 
*-offA Ec kric h Chipped Chop Ham   «* «* 
o^Baby Swiss Cheese 
foiled Ham 
L-2 item + cheese Pizza 
Coke & Diet Coke  2 liter 
7up & Diet 7up   6-12 oz. cans 
Snack Time Krunchers   7 oz. bag 
Keebler Soft Batch Cookies   Choc. Chip 
3 Diamond Tuna   in oil or water pack 6 112 oz. 
Large Size Peter Pan Peanut Butter  28 oz. 
Smuckers Grape Jelly  2# 
Thompson Seedless Grapes 
Florida Pink Grapefruit 
79* 
99* 
$1.29 
$2.49 
79* 
$1.59 # 
$3.78 # 
$2.99 # 
2/$6.50 
$1.19 ea. 
$1.69 
99' 
$1.29 
59' 
$2.79 
99* 
77* # 
3/S1.00 
Churchill's 
1141 S. Main Bowling Green 
Open daily 6am - 1am 
sale good through April 5 
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Guerrilla infiltration suspected 
SAN SALVADOR El Salvador (AP)- 
Guerrillas enlisted in the army and infil- 
trated the El Paraiso infantry base before 
the big attack that killed 69 Salvadoran 
soldiers and a U.S. military adviser, the 
base commander said yesterday. 
The Green Beret U.S. Army sergeant 
killed was the first American serviceman to 
die in battle in El Salvador's 7-year-old civil 
war. 
"There had to be someone who infil- 
trated," Col. Gilberto Rubio, commander of 
the base, told reporters. 
He said the army had concrete leads and 
was investigating the infiltration of the 4th 
Infantry Brigade garrison, which was at- 
tacked before dawn Tuesday by guerrillas 
using mortars, rocket-propelled grenades 
and automatic weapons. 
"I won't say the number or names" of the 
infiltrators, Rubio said. 
Another officer at the base on Tuesday 
identified one of the dead guerrillas as an 
infiltrator. 
"He's a recruit. We don't have his name, 
but he entered (the army) a short time ago 
and was wearing shorts from the Panther 
Battalion," the officer said. The officer 
refused to be further identified. 
HELICOPTER-BORNE troops and infan- 
try soldiers combed the northern mountains 
yesterday for the attackers from the Fara- 
bundo Marti National Liberation Front, an 
umbrella for five guerrilla organizations 
fighting the U.S.-backed government. 
Soldiers in camouflage fatigues cleaned 
up the charred debris around the barracks 
at the base 37 miles north of San Salvador in 
Chalatenango province. Several buildings 
had gaping holes in their walls from mor- 
tars, grenades and explosives. 
Nine rebels were killed in the assault, the 
armed forces said. 
Reagan backs AIDS education 
PHILADELPHIA (AP)- 
President Reagan, in his first 
major speech on the health cri- 
sis, said yesterday that local 
schools and parents must decide 
how to educate children on the 
threat of AIDS but also must 
stress morality and avoid a "va- 
lue neutral" approach. 
He told reporters, however, he 
doesn't quarrel with calls for use 
of preventive measures such as 
condoms against the sexual 
transmission of the disease. 
"All the vaccines and medica- 
tions in the world won't change 
one basic truth - that prevention 
is better than cure, Reagan 
told the Philadelphia College of 
Physicians, one of the nation's 
oldest professional medical as- 
sociations. 
"We've declared AIDS public 
health enemy No. 1," the presi- 
dent said. And he pledged, "I'm 
determined we'll find a cure for 
AIDS ... we'll find a way or 
make one." 
Reagan said the federal role 
amounted to giving "educators 
accurate information about the 
disease." 
But, supporting statements by 
Education Secretary William 
Bennett, he also said the disse- 
mination of such information 
"must be up to the schools and 
the parents, not government." 
Until now, the administra- 
tion's principal spokesman on 
the issue has been Surgeon Gen- 
eral C. Everett Koop. He has 
taken a more aggressive stance 
than Bennett, saying that be- 
Cl abstinence, the surest pro- 
on is the use of condoms and 
the education of children as 
early as the third grade. 
BUT REAGAN also told re- 
porters that "I don't quarrel 
with" Koop's advice on preven- 
tion. 
Asked earlier if people should 
"just say no," he replied, 
"That's a pretty good answer. 
Yes." 
AUTO SPECIALS 
GOOD NOW THRU 
SATURDAY. 
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DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS 
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Employment growth 
studied in Ohio cities 
CLEVELAND (AP)- 
Cleveland and Pittsburgh are 
lagging behind the rest of the 
nation in terms of employ- 
ment growth, while Cincin- 
nati is nearly keeping pace 
and Columbus is booming, 
according to an analysis by 
the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Cleveland. 
"Columbus is certainly a 
city to be reckoned with. But 
with an area like Columbus 
demonstrating emerging 
growth, that could help cities 
uke Cleveland, Pittsburgh 
and Cincinnati just in a spill- 
over need for products and 
services," said Randall 
Eberts, assistant vice presi- 
dent-economist with the Fed- 
eral Reserve. 
The study, entitled "Com- 
mon Bonds, Divergent 
Paths," was included in the 
bank's recently released an- 
nual report. The bank covers 
the 4th Federal Reserve Dis- 
trict, including all of Ohio, 
western Pennsylvania, east- 
ern Kentucky and the West 
Virginia panhandle. 
"It's not so much an analyt- 
ical piece, such as trying to 
discover new growth pat- 
terns. It's more a way to sit 
back and look at why four 
cities which seem to share 
such common bonds of his- 
tory and location seem to 
have such divergent trends," 
Eberts said. 
In the 21-year period stud- 
ied, Columbus' total non-farm 
employment grew by slightly 
more than 90 percent, while 
Cincinnati's rate was nearly 
50 percent, below the national 
rate of 67 percent. Cleve- 
land's growth rate from 1964- 
85 was placed at 18 percent 
and Pittsburgh's rate, at 11 
percent. 
LIKE THE NATION as a 
whole, each of the region's 
big cities reflected the na- 
tional trend by showing a rise 
in service-related jobs and a 
decline in manufacturing-re- 
lated jobs, said Eberts, who 
was involved with others in 
compiling data and writing 
the report. 
"The nation's economy is 
generated by all these small 
regional economies. Just be- 
cause Columbus is growing 
doesn't mean the others have 
to give up something," he 
said 
Since 1984, the composition 
of each city's economy has 
changed, with Pittsburgh ex- 
periencing the greatest 
change, according to the re- 
port. The federal researchers 
found that Pittsburgh's man- 
ufacturing employment base 
fell from 37 percent in 1964 to 
16 percent in 1985. 
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THURS: COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT 
* FREE   ADMISSION   WITH   A 
VALID BGSU I.D. 
* DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 
FRI:      MINI-SKIRT CONTEST 
* CASH AND PRIZES 
* COVER'2.00 
SAT:     HAWAIIAN LEI PARTY 
* OPEN TILL 4:AM 
* FUN IN THE TROPICS 
WILD WEEK-BUD 
* A DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT 
Do you really 
need new glasses 
in one 
fo you really 
want to pay 
the price? 
Sure, some places offer you one 
hour service on your prescription 
but check out ihe price. Is it 
worth it to spend that much 
more? We don't think so. 
At Burlington Optical, we offer 
one day service on most pre- 
scriptions at the same price we'd 
Single Vision 
charge if you waited a week. 
You get the highest quality 
lenses and one of the area's 
largest selections of frames. 
We think our way of doing 
business is sensible . 
so are our prices 
Standard Bifocals $3488   $5488 
Includes glass lenses and frames. Eye exam priced separately 
^Burlington Optical 
1955 S. Reynolds       3153 W. Syivania Stadium P\&ZA 
Toledo TotWio Bowling Green 
382-2020 472-1113 352-2533 
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U.S., Japanese talks slated 
Meeting to focus on computer chip pricing sanctions 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administra- 
tion, while standing fast to its plans for sanctions 
on Japanese electronics imports, has agreed to a 
Japanese request for "emergency consultations" 
in the intensifying dispute over computer chips, 
U.S. officials said yesterday. 
A team of Japanese trade specialists will arrive in 
Washington tomorrow for negotiations with their 
counterparts in the departments of State and 
Commerce and office of U.S. trade representa- 
tive, the officials said. 
The semiconductor talks, to get under way in 
earnest on Monday, will be followed later in the 
week with meetings in Washington among higher- 
level trade officials of both nations, government 
spokesmen said. 
However, U.S. officials held out little hope that 
the dispute over semiconductor pricing practices 
could be resolved in time to avert the proposed 
duties on $300 million in Japanese products from 
taking effect on April 17. 
Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldrige, who 
has said there would be "no last-minute re- 
prieve," will propose the sanctions be slapped on 
for a three-month "trial period," said Baldrige 
spokesman B. Jay Cooper. 
COOPER SAID the three months would give the 
United States time to monitor prices of Japanese 
or computer chips to see if the alleged "dumping" 
that provoked the sanctions has ceased. 
Dumping is a trade term that describes the 
deliberate selling of products by one nation in 
other markets at prices far below their true costs. 
U.S. semiconductor manufactuers claim that Jap- 
anese dumping of computer chips is costing them 
nearly $1 billion a year in lost sales. 
The duties of up to 100 percent on a wide range of 
Japanese electronics products were announced 
last Friday by the Reagan administration as 
retaliation for what it claimed was Japanese 
refusal to live up to a semiconductor agreement 
negotiated last summer. 
Demjanjuk suffers back pains 
JERUSALEM (AP)-John 
Demjanjuk, accused of being a 
sadistic guard who mutilated 
and gassed inmates at a Nazi 
death camp, was helped from 
the courthouse yesterday gri- 
macing from pain in his back. 
Supported by two officers and 
surrounded by guards, the re- 
tired Ohio autoworker was taken 
to a police van that returned him 
to the maximum-security Aya- 
lon prison. 
Demjanjuk, 66, has been kept 
at Ayalon since the United 
States extradited him in Feb- 
ruary 1986, leaving the prison 
only to attend court sessions 
since his trial began Feb. 16. 
The defendant, a native of the 
Soviet Ukraine, was not in court 
yesterday because of the back 
pains but watched the proceed- 
ings on closed-circuit television 
with his son John Jr., 21, from a 
cell next to the courtroom. 
He is accused of being the 
Ukrainian guard known as 
"Ivan the Terrible" who beat 
and disfigured prisoners, some- 
times gouging out their eyes, 
then shoved them into the death 
chambers and turned on the gas 
at the Treblinka concentration 
camp in Soviet-occupied Poland. 
Demjanjuk says he never was 
at Treblinka and is the victim of 
mistaken identity. His lawyers 
claim Ivan was killed during an 
inmate uprising in August 1943 
at Treblinka, where 850,000 Jews 
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were sent to their deaths. 
A LEADING EXPERT on 
Trawniki, a Nazi training fa- 
cility for death camp guards, 
cast doubt yesterday on the 
prosecution's key document. 
Helge Grabitz, a West Ger- 
man attorney, told the court she 
had no indication in 21 years of 
prosecuting war criminals from 
Trawniki that the training cen- 
ter issued identity cards. 
Prosecutors say a card pur- 
Krtedly issued at Trawniki in 
mjanjuk's name proves he 
was framed as a guard. The 
Soviet Union supplied the card 
and Demjanjuk claims it is 
forged. 
News Digest 
Senate upholds veto of highway bill 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate tenta- 
tively sustained President Reagan's veto of an 
$88 billion highway bill on a 65-35 vote yester- 
day, handing him a tenuous victory in a high- 
stakes political showdown with the Democratic 
majorities of Congress. 
Senate GOP Leader Bob Dole declared. 
"We've won fair and square," but after several 
hours of behind-the-scenes maneuvering, Dem- 
ocrats sought a second vote. 
Their hopes for victory hinged on Democratic 
first-termer Terry Sanford of North Carolina, 
who initially supported the veto, but then said, 
"I would vote to override" on a second ballot. 
Sanford said he was satisfied his first vote had 
demonstrated the president was still an effec- 
tive leader, and added he was prepared to 
switch because an alternative highway bill 
prepared by the White House would mean less 
funding for his state than the vetoed measure. 
Rebuilding plan clears Ohio Senate 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A resolution to place on 
the November election ballot a plan to raise $1.8 
billion over 10 years solely to rebuild local 
roads, bridges, water and sewer systems 
cleared the Senate 30-2 yesterday. 
Sponsored by Senate President Paul Gillmor, 
R-Port Clinton, and Senate Minority Leader 
Harry Meshel, D-Youngstown, the measure now 
must be approved by the House before it goes 
before voters. 
If ultimately approved, the proposed constitu- 
tional amendment would permit the state to 
borrow up to $180 million a year through the sale 
of bonds. Money raised would be distributed to 
cities, counties and townships to build or rebuild 
what is known as the state s infrastructure. 
Sen. Scott Oelslager, R-Canton, who pre- 
sented the bill in the upper chamber, said all of 
the money, except for administrative costs, 
would go to local governments. 
Sen. Charles Butts, D-Cleveland, acknowl- 
edged there was a need to address the problem, 
but voiced concern over the $1.3 billion in 
interest that the state could pay over the life of 
the bonds. 
"This may well be a $3.3 billion issue that 
we're talking about, not $1.8 billion," he said. 
"We're going to sell bonds for 10 years. We're 
going to pay for them for 24 years." 
Sen. Alan Zaleski, D-Elyna, who along with 
Butts cast the only votes against the resolution, 
suggested it be redesigned to lower such costs. 
Family remembers U.S. military adviser 
PAINESVILLE (AP) - Gregory Fronius, the 
U.S. military adviser killed in El Salvador, 
enjoyed returning to this northeast Ohio city 
where he spent his early childhood, a relative 
said yesterday. 
Fronius was born in Painesville and attended 
area elementary schools until his family moved 
to Pennsylvania in the early 1970s. 
"I think Gregory had a soft spot in his heart 
for Painesville. He was a little boy here," said 
his sister-in-law, Darlene Fronius, of Scottdale, 
Pa. 
Mrs. Fronius, who is married to Gregory's 
oldest brother, Steve, spent Tuesday night at 
the home of Fronius' maternal grandmother, 
Louise Riester, in Painesville. 
"He came back here as often as he could since 
joining the Army to visit his grandmother," she 
said. 
Fronius' uncle, Albert Francis, also lives in 
Painesville. 
Gregory Fronius, 27, was the first U.S. mili- 
tary adviser assigned to El Salvador to die in 
combat action. He was killed by leftist rebels in 
a pre-dawn raid on a Salvadoran garrison 
Tuesday. 
Fronius was the youngest of Mary Fronius 
Asbury's three sons. All three were born in 
Painesville and spent their childhoods there, 
said middle brother, Anthony, 29, a disabled 
Navy veteran who now lives in Baiter, W.Va. 
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HAPPY HOURS 
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Residence Hall Week 
April 6th—10th 
O 
Window Splash 
Food Service 
Appreciation 
Day 
Neighbor Day 
Custodial Staff 
Appreciation 
Day 
RA 
Recognition 
DAY! 
Hall Director 
Recognition Day 
Take your Roomate out Day 
"Bust Your Roomate 
Personals" 
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1550 E. Wooster      352-5211 
PART-TIME 
YOUTH FUN AND FITNESS LEADERS 
Needed Summer 1987 at the 
Student Recreation Center 
'Must enjoy working with children and have experience 
leading groups in a variety of activities. 
Applications can be filled out in the main office on the 
SRC April 20-24. 
For more information call Tammy Summers at 372-2711. 
'J> 
THURSDAY 
LADIES NIGHT 
*ALL MALE BURLESQUE' 
FOR LADIES ONLY 
Si arrim. 
"ANOTHER DIMENSION" 
'50* DRINK SPECIALS 'TIL 8:00' 
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 
SHOWTIME 8:00 -10:00 
JJus FREE after 10:00 
19 and Ov., 
Come join the Fun 
THE FUNDRINKERY 
382-1876      Glenbyrne Center 
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Linksters look promising 
Weather key to golf team's preparation 
by Dennis Cisco 
sports reporter 
The 'fore'cast for the Bowling 
Green men's golf team looks to 
be a bright one. 
With four seniors and four juniors dotting the Falcons' ros- 
ter, it would appea r that BG has 
plenty of experience on its side 
tor the spring season. 
However, according to coach 
Greg Nye, the squad is not exac- 
tly a group of wily veterans. 
"They are old rookies. We are 
young from the standpoint that 
most nave not played in a lot of 
tournaments," Nye explained. 
"Rob (Barsantee) and Will 
(Brown) are basically the only 
ones with Dlaying time." 
What BG lacks in tournament 
experience, though, they make 
up in hard work and team cohe- 
sion. 
"Chemistry is very strong. 
You start with good people ana I 
think we have good people," 
Nye, also the women's golf 
coach, said. "Our work ethic has 
been high and we are ahead of 
the game in that area and that's 
definitely a strength." 
This season's version of the 
Falcon linksters are led by cap- 
tains Will Brown and Rob Bar- 
santee. Both are seniors and can 
boast of four years playing time 
on the team. 
Barsantee began the spring 
season on a sound note, carding 
a 222 at the Camp Lejeune Inter- 
collegiate last weekend. The 
Michigan native finished in sixth 
place with his 54-hole tourna- 
ment score. 
Two other seniors, walk-ons 
Dan Connor and Scott Schim- 
moeller, also return for BG this 
year. Connor has two years of 
experience, while Schimmoeller 
has played for three years. 
Juniors Eric Stacy and Pat 
Bryan and sophomore Matt 
Ekey round out the top seven 
golfers for the Falcons. 
Three others, juniors Jim Pur- 
tell and Cam Rowlands and 
freshman Kevin Helm, will be 
vying to break into the top spots 
and see some tournament ac- 
tion. 
"We have two or three players 
that are role players and they 
definitely have to produce," Nye 
said. "... At this point, I've 
seen improvement in each of the 
returning players and that's a 
strength." 
BG has been working out as a 
team since early February. The 
squad concentates on certain 
exercises along with ball strik- 
ing, wedge playing and putting 
in the Rec Center. The Falcons 
also saw considerable time out- 
side thanks to the nice weather 
during February and March. 
During   spring   break,   BG 
Slayed in Augusta, Ga. at the 
ones Creek Golf Club and then 
participated in the tournament 
at Camp Lejeune, N.C. The Fal- 
cons placerf seventh at the 17- 
team event with a team total 
927. 
With the recent snow and wet 
weather, however. BG may not 
be able to see a lot of playing 
time on the golf course - a place 
the Falcons must visit fre- 
quently to be successful. 
"We need to be on the course 
more. The only saving grace is 
that we hope other teams are 
having the same problems," 
Nye said. "The best thing we 
can do is to go to the rec and 
work on hitting the ball and 
work on our legs. We have a 36- 
hole event coming up and we 
haven't done that (walked 36 
holes) yet." 
If the weather doesn't give 
Nye and his team a headache, 
then playing against Mid Ameri- 
can Conference foes Ball State, 
Miami and Kent State will. BG 
will meet at least one of these 
teams each weekend, including 
seeing all three at the MAC 
Tournament. Nye hints that 
BSU will probably repeat as the 
MAC champions. 
"Ball State returns the same 
cast. They are great. Miami, 
Kent and Ball State are maybe 
three of the best four teams in 
the Midwest, along with Ohio 
State," he admitted. "These 
three teams as a group are prob- 
ably the best the MAC has 
seen." 
Troubles continue for Gooden 
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) - Dwight 
Gooden, the talented but troubled New York Mets 
pitcher, agreed yesterday to undergo treatment 
for a "drug use problem" rather than be sus- 
pended by baseball Commissioner Peter Ueber- 
roth. 
The 1985 National League Cy Young award 
winner probably would have started Tuesday 
when the World Series champions opened the 
season against Pittsburgh. 
Mete General Manager Frank Cashen said 
Gooden voluntarily took a drug test earlier this 
week and it gave "some indication of past usage, 
but the extent is uncertain." 
Edwin Durso, baseball's secretary-treasurer 
and executive vice president, said Cashen called 
Ueberroth on Monday and told him "there was a 
clear indication of a drug problem." 
"The commissioner made it perfectly clear to 
the Mets that, consistent with past policy, he was 
prepared to take severe disciplinary action 
against Dwight Gooden if the player did not seek 
an appropriate remedy," Durso said. 
"Our policy is simple. If a player is willing to 
help himself, he gets one chance. If he is unwilling 
to cooperate or a problem occurs a second time, 
then we will take the penalty route," Ueberroth 
said in a statement. 
Gooden agreed to treament following a meeting 
yesterday with Cashen and Joe Mclivaine, the 
club vice president of baseball operations. 
There's a difference at Diamond you'll like. 
Our 24-Hour 
Accepts All 
• AnytimeBank' 
• Green Machine" 
• Pace 24 
• Rainbow Teller 
• Asset/InstaNet 
• The Owl 
Cash Machine 
These Cards 
• HandvBank Plus 
• Tellerific' 
• Jeannie" 
• Money Center" 
• Chase Bank 
of Ohio 
OFFICE: 
7 iS S. Main Streel DIAMOND 
SAVINGS AND LOAN COMPANY 
Personal banking at its best. 
Located at 
4J4 E. Woostcr Street 
(In from of MvlM 
Dairv Queen) 
Dreamers once upon a time, 
and dreamers for all time 
In The Game a Matt Wlnk.ljohn 
Ags't. Sports 
Editor 
Perchance to dream... 
Shakespeare pegged the minds 
of people everywhere with the 
line from Hamlet. Who doesn't 
Dream? 
Baseball is just around the 
corner, and fans everywhere 
are, no doubt, dreaming about 
their respective teams with 
boundless optimism. 
The greatest luxury of these 
mental visions is that when they 
fall by the wayside (which they 
often do), there remains room 
for other's dreams. This 
contingency also allows for 
dreams that have little, or 
(heaven forbid at this time of 
year) nothing, to do with 
baseball. 
When I was a kid, my friends 
and I spent eons dreaming about 
being adults. Being a child 
seemed, at the time, so 
restrictive. We couldn't wait 
until we could stay out as late as 
we wanted, drive a car, go to 
college, buy dirty magazines, 
and watch R-rated movies. We 
all wanted to be on TV, on the 
radio, in the headlines, and in 
the money. 
We hoped to capture our 
eventual fame in different ways. 
Some of us wanted to be football 
players, some baseball players, 
others doctors and lawyers, and 
Jenny, who was among the best 
at all the games we played, 
wanted mostly to play in the 
boys leagues. 
When we were playing 
football, we all wanted to be 
great football players. When we 
were playing basketball, we all 
wanted to be great basketball 
players. And when we played 
wiffleball, we all wanted to be 
great baseball players. 
Yes, wiffle ball. 
Of course we also dreamt of 
the big leagues when we played 
baseball, but the only legitimate 
baseball we played was in 
leagues. 
But man, did we play some 
wiffleball. And some stick ball. 
And at least a dozen other quasi- 
baseball games like home run 
derby. 
Five or six people would be 
enough for a competitive 
wiffleball game. Also, we 
usually didn't have enough 
players to cover each base. That 
predicated the rule which 
allowed defensive players to 
throw the ball directly at 
offensive players as they 
rounded the bases. After all, we 
weren't using a hardball. 
Nonetheless, as our arms 
became stronger, we had to 
amend that rule when the welts 
began to consistently outnumber 
the home runs. 
We used all kinds of things as 
bats. We used broom handles, 
axe handles, regular bats, tent 
Kles, and plastic 'Fat Albert' 
ts. 
We used at least that many 
different balls. We used tennis 
balls, wiffle balls, 'Fat Albert' 
balls, racquet balls, and even 
inflatable playground balls. 
We usually played in my 
backyard. Despite a great 
number of large trees, my 
backyard was the best because 
it was big and there was little 
groundcover (bushes etc.) to get 
in the way. 
It was no fun playing on the 
local ball diamonds because 
they were too big. 
The rules were as 
indefatigable as the makeshift 
balls and bats. 
Our house was down the right 
field line. If a ball was hit over 
the house, it was playable unless 
it was hit lefthanded. We were 
all righthanded, but we would 
switch-hit (to dream). And we 
figured if somebody could get 
things well enough in order to hit 
a ball over the house from the 
wrong side of the plate, he or she 
deserved a reward. 
Home run. 
If a ball hit a tree growing in 
fair territory before Hitting the 
ground, it was playable, even if 
the ball caromed into foul 
ground. If a ball hit a tree in foul 
territory, it was foul. If a ball 
was stuck in a tree, it was a do- 
over after somebody climbed 
the tree and got the ball. If a ball 
got stuck way up in tree, the 
game was over. 
We didn't lose many balls. But 
when we did, we complained. 
And whether we lost balls or not, 
we would often dream of having 
a nice, enclosed, carefully- 
measured wiffle ball field. 
Not all dreams go unfulfilled. 
Now we can stay out late, we can 
drive cars, and we can even buy 
dirty magazines. 
Funny, but we didn't foresee a 
few things when we were doing 
all our childhood dreaming. We 
gave no thought to the price of 
Sas, the cost of auto insurance, 
le cost of movies, the cost of a 
college education... the cost of 
anything. And the 
responsibilities of being an 
adult? Damn, did we miss on 
that one. 
It's hard to believe there was a 
time when one of my greatest 
concerns was a tree near third 
base. Perchance to dream... 
Snow may put freeze on opener 
CLEVELAND (AP) - The snowstorm that 
dumped 16 inches of snow on Cleveland did like- 
wise at Cleveland Stadium, where the American 
League's Cleveland Indians open their home base- 
ball season April 10 against the Baltimore Orioles. 
Larry Staverman, director of stadium opera- 
tions, said yesterday his grounds crew will wait 
for Mother Nature to help get rid of the snow that 
started falling Monday night and kept piling up 
Tuesday. 
"We're going to have to watch the weather to 
see if we have to do anything. Mother Nature may 
help us. We need moisture on the field, anyway. 
Warmer temperatures may melt away the snow," 
he said. 
He said the playing field in the 79,000-seat 
stadium was "in perfect shape" before the storm 
hit. 
It was sodded early in March. "We were ready 
on the 15th of March," he said. 
"If we had to play this weekend, the snow would 
definitely be a problem. Since we have another 
week after this, we can watch it and monitor it and 
make our decisions," Staverman said. 
The Indians begin the AL season in Toronto on 
Monday, where snowfall also is a concern. 
The Indians' front office announced Wednesday 
that the starting time of the home opener is being 
set back 30 minutes, to 4:35 p.m., to make sure 
there is time for all the planned pre-game activ- 
ities. 
Enjoy Good Living in '87 with 
Preferred Properties Co. 
835 High St. - Rental Office      Phone: 352-9378 
Available for fall rentals: 
Piedmont-8* & High St.   6SO Sixth St.  707 Sixth St.  818 Seventh St. 
Our apartments feature two bedrooms, carpeted, gas heat, laundry 
areas in each building, lots of closet space, Vh baths. 
Cherry wood Health Spa 
All re«ldenti will be granted membership to the Health Spa. The facility features Hydro 
Spa Whirlpool, Sunlamps, Shower Massage, Indoor Heated Pool, Metos Sauna, 
Complete Exercise facilities and Equipment. 
Stop in and see our listings for summer rentals!  
Applications are being accepted 
for 
Summer 1987 BG News editor 
Fall 1987 BG News editor 
1987-88 Gavel editor 
1988 KEY editor 
1987-88 Miscellany editor 
1987-88 Obsidian editor 
Application forms may be obtained at 
The BG News office, 214 West Hall. 
Applications due 5 p.m. Thursday April 16. 
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As they say, 'Like Father, like.. •' 
BG's Jerry York prospered under high school coach 
by Matt Wlnkeljohn 
assistant spoils editor 
BOSTON- In a matter of min- 
utes the similarities become un- 
deniable: the hieh regard for 
discipline, the value placed not 
only on well-played hockey but 
on well-behaved young men, and 
the necessity for a structured 
system. 
In many ways, Jerry York is a 
spitting image of Father Leo 
Pollard. That should come as no 
surprise. Pollard was York's 
coach at Boston College High 
School in the mid-lSM's. 
Pollard, retired at the age of 
70, had no problems remem- 
bering Jerry York as a player 
and as a person. 
"This was not much of a 
hockey school. Jerry came 
along and developed into a fine 
center. He wasn't a selfish 
hockey player, he was very 
aware of his wings," Pollard 
said. 
"When he graduated, he was 
the high scorer in the City 
League. In our last game, he 
was going for the scoring title 
and once he scored a hat trick 
with three or four assists I sat 
him on the bench for the rest of 
the game. He never com- 
plained." 
York wanted to continue his 
Catholic education and his 
hockey. That created a problem. 
"He was an all-scholastic. Af- 
ter graduation, he wanted to go 
to Georgetown or Notre Dame, 
but they didn't have hockey, 
Pollard said. "Because the City 
League was so weak, he didn t 
get much recognition. So he 
went to Boston College. Because 
they looked down on the City 
League, Jerry couldn't get a 
scholarship, all we could get him 
were dorm privileges." 
York walked on at BC, and 
made the team, but did play 
much at first. His work ethic 
eventually paid dividends. 
"It happened by accident. A 
couple of boys on the first two 
lines had the flu or something, 
and Jerry got his first start. 
Pollard said. "He was a starter 
after that. His junior and senior 
years he was one of the high- 
scorers at BC. He was a hard- 
worker." 
York was a captain during his 
senior year at Boston College 
was named All-American. 
Pollard said York was better 
than an average player, and he 
Father Leo Pollard 
had a better-than-average un- 
derstanding of the game. 
"I wanted him to come here 
after he was done at BC because 
I was retiring. But he wound up 
as an assistant a Boston Col- 
lege," Pollard said. "I had even 
asked the Superior here to hold 
me in another year so Jerry 
could coach here." 
York followed Pollard in 
enough ways that the retired 
coach will always be proud to 
say Jerry York was one of his. 
To me, he has always been a 
gentleman. On top of that, he's 
always been modest. Bobby Orr 
is the best comparison I can 
think of. He was a great skater, 
but always modest in the pa- 
pers," Pollard said. 
"I think you people are very 
fortunate to have him at Bowl- 
ing Green. He is a fine man. I 
don't think you could have a 
better person in charge of your 
hockey program." 
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JOIN TH€ CROWD 
Piy-yS^   is looking for people mho wont to hove fun. develop 
(wSiS)   leodership skills, 6i goin experience programming campus 
    events os o Orector 
Oectorships open ore: Administrative. Compus Films. Contempororu 
Issues, Gomes. C-xhtats. Mini-Courses. Outdoor Recreation. Performing 
Arts. Public Relations. Publications. Publicity. Spotlight Cntertomment. ond 
Travel. 
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Announcement 
FREE 
SECOND SET OF 
PRINTS 
onorowi piactd 
TUESDAY thru MONDAY 
following Spring Break 
Qie Pictuife Place® 
IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION 
jnei ii     '•" •! Aufuiea mq pfnoif* no* 'no* o$ Aufu/iT 
Summer & Fall Housing 
Got ya stumped Bunkle? 
Take a Break & Come See What 
►3l R.E. Management 
Can do for you! 
615 Second St.   701 Fourth St.   640 Eighth St. 
Thuntln Manor  Limned at Campus Manor 
505 Clough St. B15 352-9302 
mmm, 
Summer Jobs 
$2,400 PLUS 
PER MONTH 
National corporation has summer 
openings for undergraduates in North- 
ern Indiana and Northwestern Ohio. 
All subject majors considered. Earn- 
ings to $6,000 plus scholarships. Cas- 
ual attire. 
Interviews: Mon., April 6 
Student Services Bldg. 
Conference Room 360 
Interviews Hourly 10:00 - 4:00 
Tribe finalizes 
roster with cuts 
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - The 
Cleveland Indians are count- 
ing on nine-inning perfor- 
mances from inf ielders Brook 
Jacoby, Julio Franco and 
Tony Bernazard as often as 
possible this summer, be- 
cause the final 24-man roster 
announced vesterday in- 
cludes no utility infielder. 
The Indians sent seven 
players to their minor-league 
camp for reassignment, 
awarding the last two open- 
ings on their roster to right- 
handed relief pitcher Rich 
Yett and left-handed-hitting 
outfielder Dave Clark. 
"We decided to keep the 
left-handed bat," said Joe 
Klein, Indians vice president. 
The decision to keep Clark 
was spurred in part by the 
Indians' April schedule. Their 
first three opponents, To- 
ronto, New York and Balti- 
more, are all expected to rely 
heavily on right-handed relief 
pitchers, Klein said. 
"Toronto has (Mark) Eich- 
horn and (Tom) Henke, the 
Yankees like (Cecilio) 
Guante and Baltimore has 
(Don) Aase," Klein said. 
"101 use the left-handed bat 
more often than a utility in- 
fielder," said Manager Pat 
Corrales. 
Cut were catcher Ron Tin- 
gley, infielder Junior Noboa, 
outfielder Dave Gallagher 
and pitchers Reggie Ritter, 
Frank Wills, Mike Murphy 
and Gibson Alba. 
None of the cuts was a 
surprise, although Gallagher 
haa performed very well both 
at the plate, hitting .310, and 
in the field, making several 
nice catches this spring. 
Gallagher has already 
spent three seasons in Class 
AAA. 
"Three years in Triple-A is 
rough, but we iust have a 
surplus of outfielders," Cor- 
rales said. 
Tingley remained in the 
Indians' major-league camp 
yesterday as a precaution 
while catcher Chris Bando 
made his first game appear- 
ance since injuring his left 
thumb eight days earlier. 
Bando, however, threw out a 
runner attempting to steal in 
the first inning of the exhibi- 
tion game against San Fran- 
cisco and appeared to be 
healthy. 
= Thursday ■ = Friday & Saturday = 
8:00. 10:00 & Midnight 
210 MSC S1.50W  ID 
*  A Movie Soundtrack 
will be raffled at each 
midnight show-You need 
not to be present to win 
THREE FACES of EVE 
TONIGHT! 
Gish Film 
Theatre 
8:00pm 
FREE! 
The Michael R. Ferrari Award 
NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN 
for the presentation of 
The 1987 Michael R. Ferrari Award 
Faculty, students and staff may submit nomi- 
nations for this award. Nominees must be from 
fhe Administrative Staff. Nomination forms and 
explanation of criteria are available in the follow- 
ing locations: 
Administrative Staff Personnel Office 
9ll Administration Building 
Faculty Senate Office 
140 McFall Center 
University Union Lobby 
University Bookstore 
All nominations are due by April 15,1987 
WANTEDI 
Lifeguards & Swimming Instructors 
Summer '87 
Student Recreation Center 
for info - call Scott Levin 2-7477 
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CAMPUS t CITY EVENTS 
* 'TWVIA CONTEST a JAZZ CAFE'' 
Coma on*, com* al to me last tug graduate stu- 
dent "atowoul" or the semester' The Trivia con- 
tact starts at 7 30 pm (cal 2 2426 lor aetads) 
and me Jazz Cade foaows at 9 00 pm Both on 
Saturday. Apr! 4 at the tee Arena Lounge AS2 
donation wfl be requested at the door Please 
bring your I D Sponsored by Graduate Student 
Senate and the Wortd Student Association See 
you there'   
•College Ufea 
Come (om in on 
al the Excitement 
7 30 pm on Thursdays 
•n the Towne Room 
3rd Floor Union 
Al are welcome 
Sponsored by Campus Crusade (or Christ 
1087 UNIVERSITY BALL 
Friday. April 10 
8 00 pm Lenhart Grand Bairoom 
Reservations 
425 Student Services 
BG Chamber o' Commerce 
Mortar Board Members 
Featuring 
Stan Sterner a Big Band Sound 
Sponsored by Mortar Board 
AFRICAN PEOPLES   ASSOCIATION 
THE 1087 AFRICAN WEEK 
FRI. APRIL 3. 1087    AFRICAN STYLE' REG- 
GAE CONCERT 
Performing Band Ih« Queries Dreed Uberahon 
Poaae 
group of musicians cufturaJ workers com 
mined to the preeevatton of classical African. 
Afro Car:;»been an Afro American culture 
through music This ensemble wil combine 
Reggae Jeu. Fur*, and Rythmn* Blues into a 
taaanahng Wend of contemporary Black music 
PLACE AmaniRoom 
TIME 0 00pm 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBUC 
SAT.. APPJL 4. 1087   AFRICAN DINNER 
Guest Speaker Or All A Mszrm 
Or Al A Mazrui's presentation win be focused 
on    the    following    topic      "AFRICA     THE 
CROSSROADS 
Entertainment The Omowale Cultural 
Society... 
Detroit's foremost Alflkan Cultural Troupe' 
This cultural dance group w* present their 
superb repertoire of attractions dedicated to 
promote   and   preserve   Traditional   Atnkan 
Fotdore 
Food: s rich variety ol rradmonal atncan dishes 
wi be served 
PLACE St Thomas Moore Auditorium 
TIME. 5 30 pm 
DONATION   $3 00 
Dr Al A Mazrui is s professor of Atro-American 
and Athcan Studies, and a professor of Poetical 
Science at the Unrversity of Michigan. Arm Ar- 
bor Dr Mazrui is also Andrew D White 
professor st Large. Cornel University, and a 
Research professor ol Poetical Soence at the 
Unrversity of Joe. Nigeria PhO from Oxford 
Unrversity. Dr Mazrui has pubtshed several 
books and has guest-lectured m unrvenvtites 
around the wortd In addition. Dr Mazrui is the 
host of the we*known. and controversial, nine- 
program-tong takmsion series THE AFRICAN 
A TRIPLE HERITAGE 
ALICE m 1LUN0CRLAND 
"a musical reflecting on today's nuclear age" 
Sunday, April 5. 3:00 
121 West Hell 
f 1 at the door, 12 for a family 
Partormed by the Toledo Area Unifying Ohio for 
Peace   Project    Sponsored   by   The   Soc*. 
Juaece Committee. The Peace Coalmen, and 
United Christian Feeowship 
ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT 
STUDENT LOANS OR NURSING STUDENT 
LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATING OR LEAVING 
BGSU AFTER SPRING TERM. 1067, 
SHOULD CALL THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE 
AT 372-8112 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT 
FOR AN EXIT INTERVIEW 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR AN INTERNSHIP 
FOR NEXT FALL? 
The Washington Center Program offers rtem- 
arsps for ALL MAJORS, earning up to 16 hours 
o* credit Find out more TOOAY   at 1 30 pm. 
231 Admin   BUg or cal 372 8202 
ATTENTION FUTURE 
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEMBERS 
Initiation ceremonies wal be held at 7 30 pm 
Sunday Apr 5 at Prout Chapel Please be there 
by 7 00 pm. 
ATTENTION M 
Interested m going skydMng with AHP the 
24th. 2581 of Aprtt? Cost $70 Hs* the amt due 
1 wk m advance Non-members welcome' Any 
Questions contact Paula ZieknekJ 372-6448 
ATTENZIONE: 
M. CIRCULO ITALIANO 
Conversation hour  Come practice your Italian 
and meet others who ere interested m the rtsflan 
Language at Pofyeyea. 0 pm. Thursday 
Coffee and Conversation 
Come meet Rev Tom Green 
from First Preebytertan Church Thursday. AprH 
2nd, 1 -3 30 p m   at UCF Center comer of 
ThursBnand Ridge 
DEADLINE! 
Nonvnetiorie for the Outstanding Contnbutor to 
Graduate Education Award are due in the GSS 
office by 6 PM Fnday. Apr! 3 For details cal 
GSS (2-2426, 
ELECTIONS! 
The election lor president, vice president. 
secretary, and treasurer ol GSS wfl take place 
on Apr! 24 Thoae interested in the positions 
MUST FILE a nominating petition by Fnday April 
10   Detaila available through GSS (2 2426) 
QRAD STUDENTS! 
rime's running out to enter the 
OM TRIVIA CONTESr! 
Cal 2-2426 for detaila Deadane for 
entry la 5 00 pm Thursday, April 2 
The contest wfl be held at 7 30 pm. 
Saturday. Apr! 4 vt the Ice Arena 
Lounge). Get your act together and 
make your education at BGSU worthwhile! 
INTRAMURAL   MEN'S   SOFTBALL   TOURNA- 
MENT entnee due by 4 00 pm. Apr! 7th m 108 
SRC   Tourney wfl be Sunday Apr- 121h 
Low Cost Treatment 
VD-STD 
Men and Women 
Daylime and Evening 
Appointments 
& 
Planned Parenthood 
354-3540 
JUST A rBMOCR a) reexdence atudenta 
Becking Into parking epacee In on campua tola 
e, 8.9 and 12 * no long* aeowed l< le legal 
to bach Mo any parking apaoee on campua 
Aleo. parking *a no longer alowed In me tennis 
court parking area welt ol the greanhouaa 
Thank You. 
MatayMn Student Association (MASAI 
Welcome you to 
• • -MALAYSIAN NIGHT- • • 
Saturday. Apr! 4. 1987 
AmaniRoom 7.00-1.00 PM 
BE THERE. MALAYSIAN FOOD ANO ENTER- 
TAINMENT ARE PROVIDED'! 
NONMEMBERS   ENTRANCE   FEE   $2 
MEMBERS St 
REMNOCfl TO ALL WOMEN m CO*eMUNICA 
TIONS, INC. MEMBERS: ELECTIONS FOR 
THE IM7-U EXECUTIVE POSITIONS WILL 
BE HELD AT 7:30 PM IN THE ALUMNI ROOM, 
UNION ON MONDAY, APRIL 8. MEETING IS 
MANDATORY FOR MEMBERS. 
See URBAN BUSH WOMEN at "WlkJ Women. 
Anarchy and Oineh " Thuradey. Apr! 2 8 PM 
Kobacker Hal Tlckete aveaeble at me door S3 
students $6 others Box office opens at 5 pm 
LOST & FOUND 
lor* Long, Black wool coat from Marks on St 
Patricks Day. Keys In pocket. Pleeee return. 
CaH J53-0071 
RIDES 
R*de needed to and from Onto U Can leave 
anytime Thurs Apr 9 Wish to return Sun Apr 
12 WI provide gas $' Tare 372-4523 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy test, ob- 
jective information By appointment or wait-In 
Cal NOW 354 HOPE 
Typing and Word Processing Services and 
Resumes Thesis and dissertations IBMguatty 
print speevtg checked A to Z Data 352-5042 
We provide typing of repetitive letters, 
resumes. meJang leoets. term papers, club A 
business newsletters Also UPS A Federal Ex- 
press, bulk mating 4 much more Pleeee cal tor 
more information Hours 8am 6 pm Mon 
through Fn A 8am-3pm Sal The Mam Office. 
20 N Third SI Suite C. Watervtie. OH 43588 
878-8836 
WOMEN'S CUMC 
2700 Monroe St . Toledo Offering 
gynecological services A pregnancy termination 
by scensed physician including prenatal. 
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pep test (for car- 
acal cancer). VD screer-ng. birth control into.. 
Tuba! Ugabon, terrninetion of pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (spec*! rates for students ) 
By appointment 1-241-2471 
Wordprocesslng-typing done, free disk 
storage, cal Sue m Maumee 893-4186 
PERSONALS 
Antique Jewelry Reproductions 
n bdlSS 
Lockets. Bar pins 
Earrings. NockJecos 
at Catco. Sage A Thyme 
H5CleySt 352-5417 
S100 reward tor information leading to me ar- 
rest and conviction ol persons who stole my 
large coeection ot horses and terrenum from my 
garage Fab 10-12 ■ 207 Bye! Ave B G Cal 
353-8306 or 352-7180 or Crime Stoppers 
3520077  
bl Christi Roby 
I can't wart N tonight when I can tea you who I 
am and blow out your candle11 
DZ Love. Your Big77? 
• UNIVERSITY BALL ■ 
Apnl 10 
8:00 PM GVand Badoom 
•••UAO"- 
-"ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR"- 
•••CONTEST"- 
-ESSAYS DUE APRIL t IN UAO OFFICE' 
•-ALPHA XI DELTA" 
SHOW OFF YOUR TAN HAPPY HOURS 
SAT.. APRIL 4. 4-9 PM AT UPTOWN 
••DELTA TAU DELTA'" 
"David Berry" 
A mend I wl never forget-Have the beat twin 
day ever* Thanks lor everymng in the peat, pre 
sent, end Mure1 
Love, your buddy. Debbie 
-DANCE-DANCE-DANCE- 
UNIVERSITY BALL 
Apr! 10-800 pm 
with Stan Sterner s Big Bend Sound 
-MELISSA HEISE- 
From the day I met you. I know you would be 
the beat me I'm so glad you're my me and I 
know we! make the beet big little combination 
mere ever waa. Only a lew more houra untt you 
rind out who I am Get excited 
CM-O Love 1 Mine. 
Your Big 
Alphe Peru PI and the Bete 500 
A winning comblnatlonM 
Alpha Deaa Pi Congratulates Renee Bank end 
Chns Hoffmen on the* pre-engegement We're 
so happy for you' 
*nn McCarthy, 
CongreluaeWne on you SAE pinning to Mr 
Northwestern" 
Love. 
bee A Sharon 
PS   Oh yeah, congratulatione 10 you. too, 
John 
Appscetkme for Unvterslty Intramural Advisory 
Board tor 1987-88 deedane haa been extend 
ed until Apr! 20. 5:00 p mm 108 SRC 
ATTENTION RUNNERS 
Chi Omega "Orve Your Sunday to Sunshine" 
nwnmarethon * Sunday, Apr* 6th. Sign up In 
the foyer of Math Soence or Unrversity Hal the 
week before the race Cri Omega Give Your 
Sunday to Sunshine 
BETA 500 
Saturday Apr! 11« 
Union Oval 12 00-4 00 
BETA 500 HAPPY HOURS 
AT UPTOWN 
Friday. Apr! 10th 
5 00 OOO 
CHt-0 111 TERRI SINGLE 
TONIGHT AT NINE YOU WILL SEE 
JUST WHO YOUR BIG IS GOING TO BE 
m SO EXCITED. I JUST CANT WAIT 
YOUR BR3 THINKS YOU RE ORtAT 
LOWT 
Congratulatione to the slaws ol Deaa Zeta who 
worked hard to achieve the Hkjheet Active 
QPA. award at Scholarship Omartl Finale 
are right around Itie comer so heng on the etu- 
dytng lever DeeZeea 
Congraluteeone to Elrebeth SprtUet tor winning 
me Ssjme Alpha Epeaon Raffle Thanks to al 
who partlctapted. 
Deb 1 Steven-Congrats on your leveaeravg! 
You 2 are great mends and I wish you onry the 
beat. May there be lew rights *a The Ttmre- 
dayl" You'd keep the lamp stores In buelneee 
but locksmiths do need sleep too. Love-D 
Denny, Rob A John 
TTavsta tor me safe and more exciting ride back 
You guys were e big help' 
P S Rob. thenka tor showing us the veralWy of 
a paama-ee and don't think I forgot about my 
Rear backrub 
Thanks. 
Laurie 4 Vkkl 
DtO YOU MISS THE NATIONAL STUDENT EX- 
CHANGE DEADLINE? 
Don't Panic!' There are 36 schools sit open tor 
exchange Stop si the NSE omce today 231 
AoYrwvatisbon Bug 372-8202 
DZBkj" 
Who are U7 
I cent we!! 
Love. aT Meryenn 
Easter Cards 1 Gifts 
Jeans N Things 
631 ledge 
ENTER YOUR ROOMMATE IN UAO'S ROOM- 
MATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST. ESSAYS DUE 
APRIL I AT S PM. 
Government Homes from S1 IU repair) Delin- 
quent tax property. Repossessions Cal 
805-687 6000 Ext GH-9849 tor ourrent repo 
eat 
HAPPY HOURS 
Frtdey Apr! 3rd 5 pm 1 at UPTOWN 
$1 for AMA member-$2 for guest 
Free T-eratta to let 200 people! 
Al AMA members welcome1 
HELLO HELLO Zeke and Mete Kutas 
Conoratuatione on your new poeittona at the 
radio station' Way to go -smees Laurie 
Heeo Little Zeee. 
Your tugs are peyched tor the Big-La' hunt to 
come to an end tonight, are you ready for more 
Delta Zeta surprees? 
HEY SUE. 
HEY WHY DON'T YOU NOMINATE YOUR 
ROOMIE FOR UAO'S ROOMMATE OF THE 
YEAR CONTEST? 
ESSAYS ARE DUE APPJL • IN THE UAO 
OFFICEI 
...BEAR 
INTRAMURAL TRACK OFFICIALS NEEDED 
Al interested should pick up en application at 
108 SRC before Aprl 20th 
INTRAMURAL MEN'S SOFTBALL TOURNA- 
MENT entnee due by 4 00 pm Aprl 7th m 108 
SRC Trouney wB be Sunday Aprl 12th 
IT'S UP TO YOUI 
Don't forget to vote In the upcoming USG 
elections' 
Aprl 15-18 
9-5 Urxon foyer   -5-9 Jerome Library 
K.L. Quotes DOBBERLY SKIPPER' or Is It 
DOVERLY SKIPPER? 11 take two to go 
K L   Quotes    "I THOUGHT YOU WERE NICE ■MM" 
KAPPA SIGMA - MOA 
RUN FOR LIFE 1(87 
KELLY and DEANNA Foti PR marors In one 
apartment?"? Can't wait untl me and Use have 
you both dreeaing black end lamming to REM 
and MXt! Love ye both, CINDY "SOCH" PS 
Whet's wrong with my taste In man? 
Ubby. 
CortgratuMlona on your engagement to Jeff1 I 
wtari you the beet ol luck and hapoiieee lor the 
future 
Michale 
ui Stephen* 
The Ct»-0 house at nine tonight 
The atrtng wl lead to me aktgtit 
Big and Mite we wal be 
An awesome pair you and mel 
XO Love-Your BtgTr? 
ULTRACI. 
I AM SO EXCITED TO HAVE YOU AS MY LIT- 
TLE. T0reX3HT YOU WILL FaNO OUT WHO I 
AM I HOPE YOU'LL BE AS HAPPY AS I AM 
DZLOVE, 
YOUR BIG 
ur KM. 
Imagine you and ma, 
An eweeome BlgLmie team we wB be 
Not much longer lo warl. 
'Cause, fl, you are greet" 
CM-0 Love—your Bkj?? 
LH' MARBSETH 
TOOAY IS THAT SPECIAL DAY 
WHEN YOU WILL FINALLY SEE 
JUST EXACTLY WHO YOUR BsQ IS 
GOING TO BE SO GET PSYCHED 
FOR TONIGHT BECAUSE I'M SURE 
YOU'LL BE QUITE SURPRISED TO FIND OUT 
ITS ACTUALLY ME. I CANT 
WAIT TO HAVE YOU FOB MY LITTLE 
XO Love A much more ol mine. 
your Big 
Mac] 
I wB never let anylrsng come between ua l love 
you loo much!! 
Love, your sweetheart 
S.K. 
MAX 
Congrats on your lisarnatllpl 
Ajsoeme aunatane everyday' 
LDM.TAL 
MOA-KAPPA HO MA 
RUN FOR LIFE 1M7 
Thanka tor being euoh a tun Urge! 
congrats on Econ   Keep « upl Thanka tor 
everything' 
PI Phi love 1 mine 
YourSmel 
NEVER AGAIN 
Congratulatione to the newly elected offloera: 
President Jell Fbl 
V. President lllllll Puckatt 
rieeaurer Jett Revvwdl 
Secretary   Meg Garde 
Beet wtahee tor a aucceeelul year' 
ONE VOTE MAKES THE DSFFERENCE 
VOTEUBO 
Aprl 16-16 
9-6 Union foyer    5 9 Jerome Library 
Over Sprng Break. Paddy Murphy eecaped 
from the Stockholm Inemute tor Chronic 
AtoohoaBm. He waa ktat aighted at the Hekiakan 
Brewery swimming In a Brewing VM Current 
whereabouts are unknown, but authorWee 
baaeve met Paddy la haadad for me uvatad 
PENGUIN SILKSCREENING: WE CUSTOM 
PWNT HATS, JACKETS, SHIRTS ANO MORE 
TOP QUALITY, GUARANTEED LOWEST 
PRICES. CALL FOR FREE QUOTES 
1-386-3382  
Robm Barber, your aiaters woukl Ike to thank 
you for alyourlwd work al Parents Day" Whet 
e beautiful artemoon I waal 
•DZ-DeHa Zeta'OZ'Delta Zeta'  
1COTT AND iCOTT 
DAYTONA NO. (2) PLAZA 
CAN WE PLAY SOME CHASE QUARTERS 
WITH YOU QUYS SOMETIME AOAIM? FROM 
THE TRIANGLE ZEES ON BUS I. 
SPRINGBREAKERS FROM FT MYERS 
BEACH-LAM KAI RESIDENTS. REUNION PAR- 
TV 9:00 AT SUNDANCE SEE YOU THERE 
PS WELCOME TO THE LANI KAI   TODAY 
SUE WELLS. (AKA Sukl, Betty. Faneh. and 
Sweasl 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! 
HAVE A QOOO ONE' 
Love, your Roomy 
Suean. 
Congratutabone on the recent grades! 
Dean's Asl bound! I hope DevM Letterman 
answers soon! Thanka lor al' 
Your Experimental Bagel Buddy 
THE POWER IS IN YOUR HANDS 
VOTE USG 
Aprl 16-18 
9-6 Union foyer  -5 -9 Jerome Ubrary 
Don't forget to ceat your voted 
The sisters of Delta Zeta would Ike lo con- 
gratulate Lrjrl Pierce on her engagement to Kyle 
Domeri Your atsters are so happy for you!' 
To my 7 other Snug Harbor roorrtmaaaa (or 
should I say 8)-Thanka lor a wonderful time' I 
love you guys' Snug Harbor wi never by the 
same Wei. the dude above ua won't be 
anyway. Love-Denae 
TO RANDY  AND SMED OUR LAZER TAG 
CHAMPS. 
GET YOU FEEL DANDY SINCE YOU GOT TO 
PARTY   WITH   THE   BEASTIE   BOYS   ANO 
HAWAIAN TROPIC GIRLS GOOD LUCK IN 
SEPTEMBER WHEN YOU GO BACK TO 
DAYTONA 
LOVE. 
YOUR FLASHING BUDDIES 
Trad. 
How did you enloy Lea Vegas? I heven't seen 
you si aerobics recently' Cat me (372-19371 
■Ml from SC 
UAO ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST 
UAO ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST 
UAO ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST 
Used Bicycles 
Purcel's Bike Shop 
362-6264 
USG ELECTIONS 
Petitions e aaahU NOW for: 
At-targe repreeentatlvee 
President-- vice-prealdent 
At 405 Student Services 
Deadane April 3rd 
WILD WOMEN, ANARCHY AND DINAH per- 
formed by Urban Bush Women Thursday Aprl 
2 8 pm Kobecker hal Tickets S3 students 16 
others General Admission seating available at 
the door Box office opens at 5 PM 
WIN A FREE STAND BY ME ALBUM AT THE 
CAMPUS FUAS MOVIEI DRAWING HELD AT 
EACH MIDNIGHT SHOW ON FRIDAY A 
SATURDAY! 
WIN A FREE STAND BY ME ' ALBUM AT 
CAMPUS FILMS MOVIE! DRAWING HELD AT 
EACH MIDNIGHT SHOW ON FRIDAY A 
SATUROAYI 
Woman's Otudaas Program and Woman tor 
Woman would Ike to thank al the co sponsors 
of the performance of Urban Buah Women. 
Minority Student Activities, Graduate Student 
Senate. Leabkm and Gay ABance. Office of 
Minority Allans. Commuter Off-Campus 
Organuatlon Alt Ed-Art Therapy. Student Ac 
ttvttlee. CuRural Events Committee. Resident 
Student Association. Lavender Triangle of 
Toledo. Human Relations Commission. Ethnic 
CuHural Aits Program 
WORRYING ABOUT FMOMG A SUMMER 
APARTMENT OR FINDING A SUMMER JOB? 
BE A SUMMER RESIDENT ADVISOR' AP- 
PUCATKXS AVAILABLE IN 426 STUDENT 
SERVICES APPLICATIONS DUE FRI APRIL 
3R0 
XO UL' HEATHER XO 
I hope you're peyched for tonight 
Thai shsl be special night 
Today a the day you anal aae 
Wat who your big wl be 
So toabw the red atrtng to the and 
end you she! see 
N you're lucky you'I find me 
XO Love 
Your leg 
WANTED 
1 or 2 norvimoklng laenajee to share large 2 
bedroom apt tor Fal 1987 and Spring 1988 
Cal 354-7803 
1 or 2 persons to sub-leeee fumiahed efflden- 
cy A iliiili siaiiedaalary. $226 per month Cat 
Darmy at [313)385-3483 
1 or 2 parsons to lutliaai apt tor aummar 
Ctosa to campus, tumefied Al utasee includ- 
ed 363-7603, Evaa. 
1-2 Cretaaan gala to share 4 person apt tor 
67-88. 2 biocke from campua. vary teaaonattai 
rent Cal Sara or Barb 353-7909 
2-3 one to lutliaai partly furnished houea on 
Wooeter (summer) naasonablt Rani Sue-Mary 
362-4420 
Deeperalely Needed: One female roommeteto 
ahere apt. wfti three others Pleeee contact 
soon Tonya or Kaeee at 372 1121 or Heather 
at 363-2069 
GRADUATE STUDENTS! 
GSS a looking tor a law oood people lor leedei 
alap it next veer's Senate Election lor PRESI 
DENT. VICE PRESIDENT, SECRETARY. AND 
TREASURER win lake place Apr! 24. 
Norrenallng peesone lor candidates are Due In 
Use OS* office by 6 pre April 10 
HCLPI NaS TWO MMES TO SaV 
LEASE APT. FOB BUAIMEfL CLOSE TO CAM- 
PUB, AM CONDITIONED, CHEAP, NICE. 
PLEASE CALL 35*4407 AND ASK FOR 
BECKY OR LOME 
Looking tor a decondebie female roommate to 
co-aign apt leeae tor aumrnar and next year 
Cat cosset everenga 1-419-668-6067 
Mass roommate needed tor SUMMER 1987 
Apartment la nicely lurraahed, air conditioned 
and dbee to campua Rant la $100 a month. 
Contact Doug at 364-8602 
Non-arnoklng female to share 2 bdrm apt (own 
room) tor aumrnar, fal I spring ol 87-88 Cal 
Ame 362-2895 
ROOMMATED NEEDED FOR SUMMER 
Non-arnoklng Ismass. huge, cheap apartment 
I In evening, 362-1230 
WANTED 2 females to sublease for summer 
Own rooms gnast. new turrxehed apartmenta. 
Cal 353-1406  
WANTED ONE FEMALE TO SUBLEASE ONE 
BEDROOM APT. FOR SUMMER: $600. 
WHICH INCLUDES UTILITIES CENTRAL 
LOCATION CALL 354-2810 
HELP WANTED 
BG NEWS ADVERTISING SALES REPS 
tor poefttone Summer 1987 and 
1987-88 academic yeer OUn valuable 
eases experience working et one of the 
fegheet paid lobe on campua. Al majors 
may apply Must have oar. Appecettone 
avaeeble: 214 West Hal 
Factory. $13 21 an hour 
HMng now Cal 471-1440 
Only lea $75.00. Advance Job Info 
Job Exchange Student discount aval 
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
POSfTONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer 
Camp In Pocono Mts . PA Contact: Cayuga. 
P.O. Box 234BG. Kenewortfl. NJ 07033 
(2011-278-0106 
Attention students Now talung appecebons for 
tun loving, out-going energetic A honest peo- 
ple. Al poerbons available at the Toledo legh- 
energy nightclub A lun-drtnkery Apply et Henry 
J'a In person at Gtenbyme Shopping Center dai- 
ly after 7 pm except Tuesdays 
Attention Coaege Students 
Summer jobs n your hometown" Obtain 
valuable work experience' Earn $2,000 mm 
whee gaining on the fob experience1 Onry am- 
bitious end energetic people should apply In- 
terviews M 1 00, 2:00, 3:00, A 4:00 p m In 
Fort Rm . Student Union Thuradey A Fnuey April 
2nd A 3rd 
Attractive Male A Female Coetume Deevary 
People needed for The Baaoonman Must have 
own car Must be outgoing May through Aug 
352-6061. 
Computer Opening   S25-35K 
Now taring Cat 471-1440 
Only lee $75 00 Advance lob Info 
Job Exchange Student discount avail 
Construction   $10-12 00 hourly 
reswHHng Cal 471-1440 
Orey tea $76.00 Advance mo kilo 
Job Exchange Student discount aval 
Couneetor $13,600 - 18.600 yr 
Entry level Cat 471-1400 
Only lea $75 00 Advance fob Into 
Job Exchange Student detcount aval 
Deavery Driver $375 00-week 
Wl tram. Cat 471-1440 
Ofy lea $75 00 Advance |ob Info 
Job Exchange Student discount aval 
Electronics $16- 18 00perhour 
Hamg Now' Cat 471-1440 
Ofay lee $76 00 Advance (ob Info 
Job Exchange Student dascount aval 
Food Oparettona Fall '87 
Pick up apptcetiona In the Student Sorveee 
Forum Mon Aprl 13-1 00-5 oo pm: Tuea. 
Apr. 14,8 em-12 noon Completed appecettone 
must be returned to the appropriate dining hal 
or arrack bar by Frl Apr  17 
Help Wanted Energetic, fun-bvlng people for 
bertenoer A floor weaker posMone at Butlona 
Nightclub Apply after 8:00pm 
Kmney Shoes « now accepting reeumea at the 
dntrtct office PO Box 167766. Oregon. OH 
43616-7766 or apply in person at trjnney 
Shoee. Southwyck Mel tor im or part-time poa. 
Hone tor our new Woodkevj Mat. boated m 
Bowing Green 
(Jva In oompanion tor elderly wuiiain Oatfrailnq 
May 16 Prtvate quarters 1 bet from mean cam- 
pua. Heel aauaaon tor female mejonng In care 
tor ha aged. Cat 363-9763 
Make fundrede weekly mating clrcuaarsl No 
Quotas' Unvtsi Ruah aaH-addraeeed stamped 
envelope: AM MAR 266 Robertson. Dept P7. 
BavartyHBa. CA 90211 
Marketing  $35 40,000 year 
Entry level   Cel today' 471   1440 
Only Fee $76.00. Advance tob into 
Job Exchange Student dascount aval 
NEW ENGLAND BROTHER-SIITER CAMPS 
(Maas | Mah-KaeNac for Boye-Denbee for 
Gala. Counaator Positions for Progrsm 
Specktleta: Al Team Sports eapeciaay 
OaaabM. Deel.efbel. Soccer, paa Archery. 
RMery and Baung 26 Tanraa opemnge Alao 
Parfomeig Arta, Qymnasncs. Rocketry. Ropes 
Course. Al Waterfront Acnvmea mduomg 
Swimming, Skkig. Smal Craft: prua Ovevntght 
Camping, Computers. Woodcraft and more, av 
ours JaDCamping. 190LlndenAvenue,Gam 
Ridge. NJ 07028 (201) (B|429-8522- 
(0)328-2727.  
i dark. 8-16 Ira. wk  Must be 
■ Apply at Mke'e Party Man. S. 
Mem. BO, Wad Apr  1. Thurs .Apr  2 or Frl. 
Apr. 3 between Sam and 3pm 
Part-time poeraon at tennis dub for either pro 
erep or reeervatton deek. Some Navea 
background helpful Pkaaeent personalty Sand 
reaume to Shadow Vatey Tanraa Club, oo pro 
shoo. 1161 S MoaanO Sylvan- Rd Maumee. 
OH 43637 
SALES: Party favor arm lining on campua 
npillimaB I tor aasae to Greek houses during 
1987-88 eohod year. EM:saint oommiaaion 
and feWsta houra. To reraarve an Interview wtah 
our national racruaar cat by Apr! 3, 1987: at 
1 6O0-331 3891   and   aak   tor   "A   Touch of 
Maying tor Summer School? We're looking 
tor enthuslestlc ledMouala to be summer 
HI e Appycetlons ere available In 421 Stu- 
eawt tarrteee. Aapeicatlona due Frl. AprH IU 
Summer employment at one ot Ohio's hotteet 
reeort areas The newly reetored "Hand House 
HOW. the Cetewba sHand Club A Greenhouse 
Reeteurant are looking tor we* staff, bar atari A 
utchen peraonnet. Above average earninge m 
the beautiful laaand area ol North Coast Ohio 
Pleeee cat or write Pete SeJmoneon, Food A 
Beverage Director. Island House PO Box 7B7. 
Port Canton, OH 43462  1-800-233-7307 
FOR SALE 
1977 Monte Carlo. New tree, extvaust. brake 
$600 or beet otter   Cal 362-8317 
I960 Save. Elegante 
100,000 maaa $6,000 
362-5701 
1983 Ford Eeoort two-door hatchback. A* con- 
OWonlng. AM FM stereo, new UniroyeJa 
46.000 rntea, eucslant conoiabn. wel maev 
temed. $3,600 Cal 363-1601 
20 | 30 Get flah aquarium with power raters, 
slsnd 1 olher sccsssones $85 Sherp 
PA-10OOH Intelltwnter (typewriter) with 
memory I tul tne dauxey. brand new- $ 150 Cal 
362-8218 
FOR SALE 
Racing. TrWhekxi. Touring Bke 
Performance Strada by Bamchi 
Many Extra*. Ex Cond 354-2700 
FOR SALE 
Racing B*. TREK 560 Pro SIS 
Perfect TrarSiaeon or Sport bke 
Many Extrse, Brand New 354-2700 
FOR SALE PC |t, one year dd. Great tor 
papers In at rjadpanae Al manuals srv) DOS 
Cal 352-1681 or 3728143 
Four Chuck IMangtone tickets lor Aprl 11th. 
3rd and 4th row Mezzanine, price negotiable. 
phone 3726436 
Loft tor sale   m exceeenl condition   $160 or 
beet otter Contact Jean or Tina at 372-5913 
Pioneer stereo tor sale 
■most new $280 
Cal 372 3691 
Tan bucket seel covers - $76 
Buy one Skier got weekend to Boyne Ml Mich 
tor 2  -  $400  value-$250   Sherwood  car 
slareo- $150 Negotiable Dave 372 5865 
FOR RENT 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Alaortment ot many spit 
A duplexes tor summer A 
fill renlals   CALL NOW 
tot choke apt■   354-2290 
Office located at 319 E Wooeter 
GEORGETOWN MANOR 
800 3rd Street 
Futy furrashed 2 bdrm apta lor 
1987-68 free heat S air cond 
Reasonable isles   1 A 2 bdrm unrts 
avaaactB for summer 1987   FREE AIR 
CONOTTK)NBNQ. CALL 352-4966 
1 A 2 bedroom tunvavhed apte for summer A 
1987-88 eohod year SAV Rentals. 
352-7454 
2 bdrm apt. tor lubajaae In summer Quiet, 
close to oYjwntown and campua Includes ufU . 
first mo rant, and dost 363-7711 
2 bdrm  uH  pd Quiet   $325 a month  Aval 
May Ph 364-0636. 
2 apaoee a> stable In house thai summer 
(tomato) On Wooeter acroas from Rodgers 
Many extras 6 low rent Cat immediately 
353-0010 
422 N. Proepect. 4 bdrm house, $500 Sum 
mar, $2,360 Fal Sam . $2,360 Winter Sem 
Cel 782-5451 
BUFF APARTMENTS NOW RENTING for 
school year 87-88 Funnerved or unlurmened 2 
bedroom apartments 9 or 12 month leesea 
aieeafjls Rent a $630 a month lor 9 month or 
$475 month tor 12 month Summer rant at 
$600 par apartment Cat Tim et 352-7182 or 
364-1036 
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS 
Nail to Aapen wine Reetaurem 
2 bdrm -turn A unfum 
Cat Tom 362-4673 days 
352-1800 evee 
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom apt. 6 bedroom house 
tor Summer Term 1-267-3341 
Sieve Smith Apt RentaM-9 1 12 month leases 
aval 1987-88 eohod yeer 352-8917. 262 
1-2 Troup-2 bdrm duplex $310 I uM 630 
Manvtee-3 bdrm haa. $310 A uH 60S Filth St 
Apt A-4 bdrm. tnplax $460 A uH 
Subliaaa apt lor aumrnar One bdrm Furrash- 
ed, air cond, very dose to campua. Cat 
362-9620 after 6:30 pm 
rRentela 
3monlh I 
Apartments starting at $181 
Ph. 352 7365 
Two bedroom, furnished apartmenta tor the 
87-88 achod year   362-2663 
CO-OP CORNER 
General Into Seat-one concerning aummer 
employment through the Co-op Office wN be 
held on Wed Aprl 1 at 2:30. Mon. Aprl 0 at 
3 30. and Thurs Apr! 0 at 0:30 AM Sated 
one ol the above and report to Rm 236, Admin 
BUg 
